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Internet download speed options up to 10 
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that scale as your business grows. 

It’s all backed by our responsive, 
24/7 business-class customer support.
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Saving water is more than  
civic duty.  For us, it’s an art.
In recognition of its leadership in water efficiency and conservation, the Water Conservation 
Coalition presented its Water Hero Award to Jim Murren, Chairman and CEO of MGM  
Resorts International. The award was presented at MGM Resorts’ newest outdoor attraction,  
The Park on Las Vegas Boulevard.

Over the past five years, MGM Resorts has saved more than 800 million gallons of water.

To learn what you can do to save water, visit snwa.com/waterconservationcoalition

The SNWA is a not-for-profit water agency.

Jim Murren, Chairman and CEO of MGM Resorts International

http://www.snwa.com/waterconservationcoalition
http://www.snwa.com/waterconservationcoalition
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The Commentary

Lyle E. Brennan
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By Whose Authority?

For more information on my Commentary 
and to see some of my backup research, or 
if you wonder why I take the position I take, 
go to www.LyleBrennan.com.

So Long Dave ... And Other Nevada Companies
	 As	a	long-time	Nevadan,	I’ve	always	been	proud	to	say	our	state	is	among	the	
nation’s	most	business	friendly.	However,	with	recent	legislative	action,	we’ve	lost	
much	of	our	edge	and	we	can	no	longer	tout	Nevada	as	a	beacon	for	new	business.
	 Take	for	example,	my	friend	Dave,	who	owns	a	successful	promotional	prod-
ucts	company.	He	was	courted	by	economic	development	officials	to	come	to	Ne-
vada	from	his	company’s	base	in	California.	Lured	by	a	favorable	tax	structure	and	
abundant	labor	pool,	he	relocated	his	business	to	Southern	Nevada	in	2010.	That	
was	before	the	commerce	tax,	revenue	bond	repayment	assessment	for	employ-
ers	and	before	the	labor	market	tightened	up.
	 So,	what	was	a	favorable	business	environment	when	Dave	came	to	town	seven	
years	ago,	is	no	longer	conducive	for	him	to	make	a	profit.	While	his	biggest	issue	
is	finding	talent	in	a	marketplace	that	has	less	than	five	percent	unemployment,	the	
straw	that	broke	the	proverbial	camel’s	back	is	the	additional	taxes	imposed	on	his	
business	since	he	located	here.	Dave	is	moving	his	business	to	Arizona	and	taking	
with	him	his	contributions	to	our	economy.	And	Dave’s	company	is	not	the	only	one	
leaving	for	a	more	business	friendly	environment.	
	 CNBC	released	its	study	of	the	nation’s	top	states	for	business	for	2016.	The	
survey	measures	such	things	as	workforce,	cost	of	doing	business,	infrastructure,	
economy,	quality	of	life,	technology	and	innovation,	education,	business	friendli-
ness,	cost	of	living	and	access	to	capital.	While	they	ranked	Nevada	40th	in	the	
nation,	our	neighbor	to	the	north,	Utah,	was	at	the	top	of	the	list,	ranking	higher	than	
Nevada	in	every	category	measured.
	 Meanwhile, Forbes Magazine also	released	their	list	of	best	states	for	business,	again	
ranking	Utah	as	the	best	in	the	nation.	According	to	their	poll,	Nevada’s	ranking	was	at	32,	
still	in	the	bottom	half,	but	a	bit	rosier	that	the	CNBC	scorecard.	And,	while	the	measure-
ments	used	were	a	bit	different,	Utah	still	out	preformed	our	state	in	every	category.
	 It’s	interesting	that	we	often	tout	the	disadvantages	of	doing	business	in	Califor-
nia.	And,	economic	developers	are	always	optimistic	they	can	lure	companies	across	
the	border	from	California	to	Nevada.	However,	the	CNBC	poll	put	them	at	32,	eight	
places	ahead	of	our	state,	with	the	Forbes	survey	putting	them	two	positions	ahead	
of	us.	So	what	makes	us	so	much	better	for	business?	Apparently,	not	a	lot.
	 I’d	like	to	report	bright	spots	in	the	surveys,	but	I	can’t	seem	to	find	them.	Obvi-
ously,	our	education	ranking,	at	the	bottom	of	the	nation,	hurts	us	tremendously	
and	makes	it	difficult	to	recruit	new	companies.	As	our	educational	system	is	di-
rectly	related	to	our	workforce	issues,	it’s	evident	we	need	to	stop	talking	about	the	
failures	of	the	system	and	get	it	totally	replaced.	Yes,	it’s	a	big	problem,	but	it’s	not	
insurmountable.	And,	I	don’t	believe	for	one	minute	its	a	money	issue.	
	 It’s	often	been	said	that	you	must	first	recognize	there’s	a	problem	before	you	
can	begin	to	fix	it.	Well	folks	we’ve	got	a	problem.	We	need	to	stop	drinking	our	own	
Kool-Aid	and	turn	this	disturbing	trend	around.	It	needs	to	start	at	the	state	level.	
Our	elected	officials	must	stop	raising	taxes	and	imposing	new	regulations	on	busi-
nesses.	If	business	owners	can’t	make	a	profit	here,	they	will	simply	relocate	to	a	
more	business	friendly	state.	And,	who	can	blame	them?
CALL TO ACTION:	Let’s	keep	our	promises	to	folks	like	Dave.	And	while	it	may	
be	too	late	for	his	company,	there	are	plenty	of	others	in	the	state	we	need	to	
protect	and	retain.

2 Chronicles 7:14 (NKJV) “If my people who are called by My name will humble them-
selves, and pray and seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear 
from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land.”
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Southwest Medical Associates, part of OptumCare, 
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WHEN	it	comes	to	health	insurance	in	Nevada’s	employer	market,	the	past	

year	 has	 seen	 some	 small	 changes	 and	 developing	 trends.	What	 the	 in-

dustry	looks	like	in	the	future,	however,	remains	uncertain	as	the	American	

Health	Care	Act	of	2017	remains	pending	in	the	U.S.	Senate.	

Current Trends 
	 Increasingly,	 executives	 of	 Silver	 State	 companies	 are	 wanting	 to	 offer	

health	insurance	to	their	employees,	said	Ty	Windfeldt,	the	CEO	of	Hometown	

Health,	as	they	are	recognizing	that	doing	so	helps	attract	and	retain	workers	in	

what	has	been,	and	remains,	a	competitive	job	market.	Remember,	businesses	

that	employ	50	or	fewer	employees	aren’t	required	to	provide	health	insurance	

whereas	companies	with	50	or	more	workers	must,	or	pay	a	penalty.

	 Hometown	Health	is	a	not-for-profit	insurance	company	owned	and	op-

erated	 by	Renown	Health	 that	 offers	 insurance	products	 and	 services	 to	

employers	and	individuals	throughout	Nevada,	although	its	primary	market	

consists	of	employers.	It	only	entered	the	individual	market	four	years	ago.

	 “We	are	today	[in	Nevada]	at	an	all-time	high,	at	least	in	the	number	of	

employers,	that	are	looking	at	benefits,”	Windfeldt	added.	“We	are	seeing	

more	and	more	employers	asking	the	questions	—	what	does	 it	cost	and	

what	does	it	look	like	—	in	the	small	group	space.”	

EMPLOYERS	AND	HEALTH	
INSURANCE	IN	NEVADA
By Doresa Banning
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   Cover Story HEALTHCARE CHECKUP

	 Today,	 Hometown	 Health	

provides	 health	 insurance	 to	

120,000	 individuals	 who	 are	

covered	 by	 their	 employer	

groups	 through	 small	 group	

coverage,	 large	 group	 cover-

age	 or	 self-funded	 third	 party	

administration,	 Windfeldt	 said.	

Growth	in	its	employer	segment	

has	increased	about	10	percent	

year	 over	 year	 for	 at	 least	 the	

last	three	years.	

	 Similarly,	 UnitedHealthcare	

(UHC),	 which	 offers	 health	 in-

surance	plans	to	employers	and	individuals,	

insures	more	than	300,000	Nevadans	via	its	

employer-sponsored	 plans,	 most	 of	 them	

through	its	Health	Plan	of	Nevada.	That	num-

ber	has	 increased	 in	recent	years,	said	Kim	

Sonerholm,	the	company’s	senior	vice	presi-

dent	of	sales	and	accounts	in	the	Silver	State.	

	 Both	 Hometown	 Health	 and	 United-

Healthcare	 attribute	 their	 growth	 in	 em-

ployer	 members	 to	 an	 improved	 Nevada	

economy	 and	 health	 insurance	 products	

that	 are	 competitive	 and	 focused	 on	 pa-

tients’	needs.

	 While	 providing	 the	 best	 offerings	 pos-

sible,	 insurers	 struggle	 with	 keeping	 down	

the	costs	of	those.	One	way	the	carriers	are	

working	 to	achieve	 that	end	 is	by	 focusing	

on	their	insureds’	overall	and	ongoing	health	

rather	than	just	on	the	times	they’re	ill.	Many	

companies	are	now	offering	various	types	of	

wellness	programs	and	 initiatives	designed	

to	 help	 people	 get	 and	 remain	 healthy	

through	preventative	measures	and	condu-

cive	lifestyle	behaviors.	Hometown	Health’s	

Motivate	U	Challenge	 is	one	such	wellness	

program,	 in	 which	 chosen	 applicants	 are	

paired	 with	 a	 personal	 trainer	 and	 spend	

12	weeks	working	on	ways	to	improve	their	

level	of	health	and	maintain	it.	

	 “We’ve	 had	 unbelievable	 success	 with	

the	program	and	just	an	enormous	amount	

of	engagement,”	Windfeldt	said.	

	 Anthem	Blue	Cross	Blue	Shield	has	also	

instituted	 initiatives	 that	 holistically	 help	

employers	build	a	healthier	workforce.	The		

company’s	Time	Well	Spent	program	is	an	

online	 toolkit	 that	 includes	 a	 “Wellness	 in	

the	Workplace	Employer	Guide”.	The	guide	

includes	tools	for	employers	to	build	a	well-

ness	plan,	monthly	webinars	and	links	to	a	

blog	for	employers,	among	other	offerings.

	 Such	 health	 and	 wellness	 initiatives	 are	

paying	dividends	 in	 the	 form	of	 lower	health	

insurance	costs	to	companies,	particularly	the	

large	ones,	Windfeldt	said,	because	the	health	

of	 their	 employees	and	 their	 families	directly	

correlates	to	insurance	premium	amounts.	

	 In	 what	 has	 been	 a	 major	 attitudinal	

shift,	employers	on	the	whole	are	not	only	

extremely	 responsive	 to	 such	 health	 and	

wellness	 efforts	 these	 days,	 but	 also	 re-

questing	them,	which	was	“unheard	of	five	

years	 ago,”	Windfeldt	 said.	 “We’re	 seeing	

significantly	more	 engagement	 today	 than	

we	ever	have	before.”

	 Employers	are	also	taking	a	much	more	

active	 role	 in	 getting	 educated	 about	 the	

plans	 and	 programs	 and	 their	 benefits,	

Sonerholm	said.	

	 “They	want	to	sit	down,	meet	with	us	and	

understand	the	value	of	what’s	being	offered,”	

she	added.	“They	want	to	ensure	

that	 we’re	 delivering	 something	

that	 will	 make	 their	 employees	

healthier	 and	 that	 what	 we’re	

delivering	 guarantees	 an	 overall	

lower	cost	of	insurance.”

				Company	executives	seem	to	

better	 recognize	now	 the	 impor-

tance	 of	 health	 insurance	 cov-

erage	 and	 associated	 wellness	

strategies	 to	 their	 employees’	

well-being	and	their	own	bottom	

line.	 This,	 too,	 is	 a	 change.	His-

torically,	 “benefits	were	an	after-

thought	for	a	lot	of	employers,”	Sonerholm	said.

Small Employer
Market Update
	 	 	 	 Nevada	 small	 businesses	 (under	 50	

employees)	 may	 use	 the	 Small	 Business	

Health	 Options	 Program	 (SHOP)	 to	 pur-

chase	health	insurance	for	their	employees.

						Yet	the	number	of	health	insurance	plans	

available	 through	 the	 SHOP	 has	 declined	

from	 20	 in	 2015	 to	 14	 in	 2016	 and	 today,	

said	 Barbara	 Richardson,	 the	 commis-

sioner	of	the	Nevada	Division	of	Insurance	

(DOI),	 which	 aims	 to	 protect	 consumers’	

rights	 and	 the	 public’s	 interest	 in	 dealing	

with	 the	 insurance	 industry.	 The	 scarcity	

is	most	pronounced	 in	 the	silver	and	gold	

tiers.	

	 “This	 is	 consistent	 with	 the	 shift	 in	

health	plan	costs	from	the	employer	to	the	

employee	 in	 the	 form	 of	 higher	 contribu-

tion	 requirements	 and	 cost	 share	 require-

ments,”	she	added.	

	 Currently,	only	Anthem	Blue	Cross	Blue	

Shield	 offers	 plans	 on	 the	 SHOP	 for	 Ne-

vada	 businesses.	 The	 market	 is	 fluid	 and	

this	could	change	as	other	insurers	join	and	

leave	the	marketplace	in	coming	years.

	 Small	 employers	 can	 enroll	 through	 the	

SHOP	at	any	time	during	the	year.	However,	if	

a	small	business	wants	to	enroll	without	con-

tribution	or	participation	 requirements,	 it	has	

to	submit	an	application	to	the	SHOP	between	

November	15	and	December	15	of	this	year.

“The average rate change 
for small employers was 5 
percent for 2016 and 4.7 

percent for 2017.”
— Barbara Richardson,

Nevada Division of Insurance

Kim

Sonerholm
UnitedHealthcare
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Costs Remain
a Challenge
	 A	major	challenge	 for	Nevada	companies	

with	respect	to	health	insurance	is	the	cost	of	it.

	 “It’s	very	expensive	and	it’s	hard	for	em-

ployers	in	a	lot	of	instances	to	find	the	means	

to	provide	the	benefits,”	said	Windfeldt.	

	 Will	health	insurance	premiums	increase	

in	2018?	On	one	hand,	the	continuing	move	

from	volume	to	value	in	healthcare	delivery	

is	 benefitting	 companies	 with	 respect	 to	

cost.	No	longer	are	insureds	paying	for	ser-

vices	 rendered	while	 not	 always	 receiving	

adequate	quality.	Today,	they’re	demanding	

they	receive	the	quality	and	value	they	ex-

pect	in	those	services.	

	 “If	 outcomes	 aren’t	 reasonable	 and	

what	 the	 patient	 ultimately	 expected	 and	

desired,	 then	 there’s	going	 to	be	some	fi-

nancial	takeback	or	financial	gain	from	the	

provider	or	 insurance	company	 that	we’ve	

never	had	before,”	Windfeldt	said.	

	 It	 works	 in	 a	 trickle-down	 manner,	 he	

added.	It	helps	employers	if	insurance	com-

panies	are	doing	their	job	and	providers	are	

doing	theirs	and	the	two	work	in	unison.	

	 “Working	collaboratively	and	not	paying	for	

things	unnecessarily	drives	costs	down	and,	

ultimately,	drives	premiums	down,”	he	added.

	 Nevertheless,	rates,	at	least	in	Nevada’s	

small	 employer	 market,	 have	 increased	

since	 2015.	 The	 average	 rate	 change	 for	

small	 employers	 was	 5	 percent	 for	 2016	

and	4.7	percent	for	2017,	Richardson	said,	

noting	 the	 market	 has	 remained	 relatively	

stable	 due	 to	 some	 state	 protections	 and	

provisions.

	 Were	 the	 American	 Health	 Care	 Act	

(ACHA)	 not	 to	 be	 enacted	 and	 the	 Afford-

able	Care	Act	(ACA)	to	remain	as	it	was	as	of	

early	June,	significant	increases	in	premiums	

wouldn’t	be	likely,	Windfeldt	said.	In	fact,	some	

of	the	pricing	volatility	created	by	the	 launch	

and	 implementation	 of	 the	 ACA	 in	 the	 past	

years	should	stabilize	over	the	next	two.	That	

doesn’t	mean,	though,	small	to	moderate	in-

creases	in	health	insurance	costs	won’t	occur.

	 If	the	version	of	the	ACHA	that	passed	the	

U.S.	 House	 of	 Representatives	 in	 early	 May	

gets	enacted,	it	 likely	would	increase	costs	to	

the	 insurance	 carriers	 and,	 consequently,	 to	

companies	providing	coverage	to	their	employ-

ees,	Windfeldt	added.	This	assumes,	he	said,	

that	the	ACHA	would	result	in	a	rise	in	uninsured	

individuals	who	then	obtain	care,	particularly	at	

hospitals.	In	that	scenario,	those	facilities	would	

be	left	without	a	means	to	pay	for	the	costs	of	

CONTINUES ON PAGE 56

Barbara

Richardson
Nevada Division of Insurance
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Well  
P layed
TOURISM	has	played	a	vital	role	in	the	Nevada	economy	since	Hoover	

Dam	was	 new	 and	Reno	 invented	 the	 quickie	 divorce.	 The	 travel	 and	

tourism	industry	generates	$3.2	billion	in	state	and	local	tax	revenues	-	

26	percent	of	the	total	tax	revenues	in	the	state	-	and	represents	$19.1	

billion	 (about	 13	 percent)	 of	 Nevada’s	 gross	 domestic	 product	 (GDP).	

Nevada	jobs	attributed	to	the	travel	industry	total	492,000.

Tourism in Nevada 
Roaring Back

By Kay Foley
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	 “Tourism	 has	 roared	 back	

after	 the	 recession	 and	 con-

tinues	 to	 be	 a	 vibrant	 and	 in-

novative	 force	 in	 moving	 Ne-

vada’s	economy	forward,”	said	

Claudia	Vecchio,	director	of	the	

Nevada	 Department	 of	 Tour-

ism	and	Cultural	Affairs.	State-

wide	 numbers	 for	 travel	 and	

tourism	 confirm	 her	 optimism.	

Overall	travel	spending	in	2016	

was	$65.8	billion,	compared	to	

$64.4	billion	the	previous	year.	

That	 includes	 direct	 spending	

on	hotels	and	entertainment,	as	well	as	in-

direct	spending	on	purchases	like	gasoline	

and	shopping.	More	than	56	million	tourists	

visited	Nevada	 in	2016,	an	 increase	of	2.4	

percent	over	2015	numbers.

Southern Nevada’s
Economic Engine
	 “Tourism	 is	 essential	 to	 the	 success	

of	Southern	Nevada.	This	 industry	gen-

erates	more	economic	activity	 than	any	

other	 single	 sector	 in	 the	 region,	 creat-

ing	 record-breaking	 visitation	 and	 an	

unmatched	 fiscal	 impact,”	 said	 Rossi	

Ralenkotter,	 President/CEO	 of	 the	 Las	

Vegas	Convention	and	Visitors	Authority	

(LVCVA).	“In	2016,	tourism	generated	an	

estimated	$60	billion	for	the	local	econ-

omy	 and	 currently	 supports	 407,000	

jobs,	representing	44	percent	of	the	total	

workforce.	Everyone	in	Southern	Nevada	

benefits	from	the	industry.	Without	tour-

ism,	 every	 local	 household	 would	 pay	

approximately	$2,700	more	in	taxes.”

	 In	2016,	Las	Vegas	broke	its	visitation	

record	 for	 the	 third	 consecutive	 year,	

welcoming	more	than	42.9	million	travel-

ers.	Spending	 sourced	 to	 these	 visitors	

increased	by	16.3	percent,	with	the	aver-

age	 person	 spending	 $827.	 Ralenkotter	

noted	that	international	tourism	has	also	

seen	significant	growth.	In	2016,	approx-

imately	19	percent	of	total	visitation	was	

international,	up	from	16	percent	in	2015.

	 Conventions	and	trade	shows	play	an	

important	 role	 in	 bringing	 visitors	 (and	

their	 money)	 to	 Southern	 Nevada.	 Las	

Vegas	 hosted	 nearly	 22,000	 meetings	

and	conventions	 in	2016	and	welcomed	

a	record-breaking	6.3	million	convention	

delegates,	up	7.1	percent	from	2015.	Las	

Vegas	hosts	57	of	 the	250	 largest	 trade	

shows	in	the	country,	which	is	more	than	

the	 next	 two	 destinations	 (Orlando	 and	

Chicago)	combined.

Sports Teams
Changing the Equation
	 Southern	Nevada	already	hosts	many	

world-class	 sporting	 events,	 including	

the	National	Finals	Rodeo,	which	brings	

in	 170,000	 visitors	 each	 year	 in	 the	 tra-

ditionally	 slow	 month	 of	 December.	

NASCAR	 weekend,	 with	 approximately	

112,000	 attendees	 in	 2017,	 generated	

$179.1	million	 in	economic	 impact.	Visi-

tors	flock	to	Las	Vegas	for	boxing	match-

es,	martial	arts	exhibitions,	golf	 tourna-

ments,	 and	 just	 about	 any	 other	 sport	

that	can	be	played	or	watched.

				However,	two	big	develop-

ments	 are	 slated	 to	 change	

the	outlook	 for	Southern	Ne-

vada	sporting	events,	as	well	

as	 for	 Nevada	 tourism.	 This	

October,	 the	 Vegas	 Golden	

Knights	 NHL	 team	will	 begin	

its	hockey	season	as	the	first	

major	 professional	 sports	

franchise	 to	 be	 based	 in	 Las	

Vegas.	 It	 will	 play	 its	 home	

games	 at	 T-Mobile	 Arena	 on	

the	 Las	 Vegas	 Strip,	 which	

can	hold	17,368	 for	a	hockey	

game.	Generating	even	more	buzz	in	Ne-

vada	 and	 across	 the	 nation	 is	 the	Oak-

land	Raiders’	move	to	Las	Vegas	and	the	

announcement	 that	 a	 $1.7	 billion	 stadi-

um	will	be	built	to	host	professional	foot-

ball	 games	 as	well	 as	 other	 large-scale	

events.

	 “It	 has	 always	 been	 a	 question	 of	

when,	 not	 if,	 Las	 Vegas	 would	 become	

a	major	sports	destination	and	commu-

nity,”	said	Ralenkotter.	“Las	Vegas	is	al-

ready	the	top	destination	for	high-profile	

sporting	events,	and	NFL	 football	 is	 the	

next	step	in	our	evolution.”	He	noted	that	

having	 professional	 sports	 teams	 ex-

pands	Las	Vegas’	“global	reach	and	des-

tination	 awareness”	 as	 fans	 throughout	

the	 world	 tune	 in	 to	 watch	 their	 teams	

play.	

	 “While	 we	 cannot	 speculate	 on	 the	

economic	 impact	 bringing	 professional	

sports	may	 have,	 securing	 these	 teams	

is	 a	 testament	 to	 the	 great	 successes	

we	 have	 had	 in	 hosting	 exciting	 sport-

ing	 events	 throughout	 the	 years,”	 he	

added.	“It	can	only	widen	the	Las	Vegas	

fan	base	total	and	pave	the	way	for	us	to	

prepare	for	more	major	sports	events	 in	

the	future”	

	 Jeremy	 Aguero,	 principal	 of	 Applied	

Analysis	 and	 lead	 staff	 member	 for	 the	

Las	 Vegas	 Stadium	 Authority	 Board,	

explained	 that	 the	 new	 stadium	 and	 a	

$100	 million	 practice	 facility	 are	 slated	

“Tourism has roared back 
after the recession and 

continues to be a vibrant and 
innovative force in moving 

Nevada’s economy forward.”
— Claudia Vecchio,

Nevada Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs

Claudia

Vecchio
Nevada Department of 
Tourism and Cultural Affairs
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for	 completion	 in	 time	 for	 the	 kickoff	 of	

the	 Raiders’	 2020	 season.	 The	 stadium	

will	host	10	NFL	games	per	season,	plus	

pre-season	 games,	 and	 UNLV	 football	

will	 use	 it	 for	 six	 or	 seven	 games	 each	

year	 as	 well.	 Having	 a	 large	 stadium	

will	 enable	 Las	 Vegas	 to	 host	 interna-

tional	soccer	matches,	concerts,	college	

basketball	 games,	 NFL	 championship	

games,	and	other	events	 that	may	draw	

huge	crowds.	

	 Aguero	 estimates	 the	 stadium	 will	

bring	 in	 450,000	 incremental	 visitors	 a	

year	 (people	 who	 would	 not	 otherwise	

come	to	Las	Vegas).	They	may	be	Green	

Bay	 Packers	 fans	 wanting	 to	 attend	 an	

away	game	that’s	“away”	from	the	Green	

Bay	 weather,	 soccer	 fans	 from	 Europe	

following	 their	 team	 to	 an	 international	

friendly	match	or	devotees	of	a	particular	

music	group	playing	at	the	stadium.	

	 The	 stadium	 is	 expected	 to	 have	 an	

economic	impact	of	$620	million	a	year,	

according	to	Aguero,	which	includes	the	

operation	of	the	stadium	plus	incremen-

tals,	 such	 as	 local	 transportation	 and	

shopping.	 Spending	 from	 these	 extra	

visitors	will	generate	more	than	$35	mil-

lion	a	year	 in	 tax	 revenue	 for	 local	gov-

ernments	and	school	districts.

	 “We	 have	 115,000	 hotel	 rooms	 and	

the	 second-busiest	 airport	 in	 the	 U.S.	

The	only	 thing	we’re	missing	 is	a	 large-

scale,	venue-like	a	stadium,”	said	Ague-

ro.	“This	gives	us	 the	ability	 to	 leverage	

the	assets	we	have	to	attract	even	more	

tourists	to	Southern	Nevada.”

	 The	new	Vegas	Knights	hockey	 team	

is	 already	 sold	out	 of	 full-season	mem-

bership	packages	for	all	44	games	in	its	

inaugural	2017-18	season.	Kerry	Bubolz,	

president	 of	 the	Vegas	Golden	Knights,	

said,	 “People	 who	 moved	 to	 Southern	

Nevada	 from	 places	 like	 Chicago	 and	

the	 East	Coast	 bring	with	 them	 a	 lot	 of	

hockey	 knowledge	 and	 interest,	 which	

gives	 us	 a	 nice,	 built-in	 fan	 base.	 And	

people	 from	 the	 other	 30	 teams	will	 be	

eager	 to	 go	 to	 away	 games	 when	 their	

team	is	playing	 in	Las	Vegas,	especially	

in	the	winter	months.	Although	we	don’t	

yet	have	numbers	on	how	much	tourism	

revenue	the	team	will	generate,	we	know	

that	 fans	will	visit	 restaurants,	bars,	ca-

sinos	 and	 hotels	 before	 and	 after	 the	

games.”

	 The	Vegas	Golden	Knights	are	putting	

the	 finishing	 touches	 on	 a	 $30	 million,	

146,000	 square-foot	 practice	 facility	 in	

Summerlin,	slated	for	completion	 in	Au-

gust.	Besides	serving	as	practice	space	

for	the	Knights,	it	will	host	youth	hockey	

tournaments	 and	 youth	 figure	 skating	

events.	 Bubolz	 expects	 these	 events	 to	

bring	in	1,000	to	2,000	people	a	day	from	

“You can’t treat people 
differently if they are in one 
of the classes protected by 

federal law.”
— Kara Jenkins,

Nevada Equal Rights Commission

“We have 115,000 hotel rooms and the second-business airport in the U.S.

The only thing we’re missing is a large-scale, venue-like a stadium.”

— Jeremy Aguero, Applied Analysis

Image provided by MERICA Architecture

Rossi

Ralenkotter
LVCVA
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all over the West-

ern region, adding 

to the tourism im-

pact of the team.

 “The Vegas 

Golden Knights 

and the Las Ve-

gas Raiders are 

great news for all 

of Nevada. These 

sports teams will 

elevate our appeal 

and offer another 

compelling reason 

to come to Nevada,” said Vecchio. 

 

Northern
Nevada Tourism
Rebounds
 “Reno, Sparks and all of Northern Ne-

vada have climbed out of the recession 

and our tourism industry is healthy and 

vibrant,” reported Phil Delone, president 

and CEO of the Reno-Sparks Convention 

and Visitors Authority (RSCVA). He said 

contributing factors include the improv-

ing U.S. economy, as well as growth in the 

local business community. Over the last 

five years, between 400 and 500 compa-

nies have come into the region including 

giants like Tesla, Switch and Google. 

 Over the last 18 months, air travel 

into Northern Nevada has increased 

more than 14 percent and Delone said 

April 2017 was the best year ever in three 

important categories: taxable room rev-

enues (up 8.8 percent year-over-year), 

cash room nights (up 1.4 percent) and 

average room rates (up 7.3 percent).

 “Our special events are doing well,” 

added Delone. “The Reno Air Races 

bring in about 110,000 visitors a year, 

Burning Man brings in 70,000 and the 

Reno Rodeo is the fourth-richest rodeo 

in the U.S. Hot August Nights and Street 

Vibrations bring in tourists from all over. 

Northern Nevada is on a roll.”

Reinventing
Rural Tourism
     “Reinvention is the core of the tourism 

industry,” said Vecchio. “You have to look 

at what’s working and how travelers, both 

domestic and international, are changing 

and then respond to those changing needs. 

Nevada does a better job of reinventing it-

self than any other state. We’re seeing 

growth in rural Nevada tourism because of 

the way we’re marketing the state.”

 Vecchio said Nevada is starting to 

carve out a unique selling proposition 

with its “Don’t Fence Me In” campaign, 

which especially resonates with millenni-

als, who like to push the envelope when 

it comes to outdoor adventures. 

 “Millennial travelers are adventur-

ers,” she said. “They want to take out the 

ATVs, go hiking off the beaten trails, try 

land sailing or sand-boarding.” 

 International travelers are lured 

by Nevada’s wide open spaces and a 

chance to visit the authentic American 

West with cowboys, rodeos and native 

Kerry

Bubolz
Golden Knights

TOURISM

“This industry generates 
more economic activity than 

any other single sector in 
the region ...”

— Rossi Ralenkotter,
Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority
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American	 culture.	 Vecchio	 said	 a	 grow-

ing	number	of	 international	 visitors	 rent	

motorcycles	and	travel	around	the	state,	

using	 Las	 Vegas	 and	 Reno	 as	 hubs	 for	

their	outdoor	adventures.	

	 In	2016,	the	state	provided	$1.65	mil-

lion	 in	 matching	 grants	 for	 rural	 mar-

keting	 efforts	 –	 everything	 from	 press	

events	to	websites	and	brochures	to	me-

dia	advertising.	Yerington’s	annual	Night	

in	 the	Country	 event,	 an	 early	 grant	 re-

cipient,	now	draws	nearly	30,000	people	

every	year	to	the	country	music	festival.	

Seed	money	from	the	state	helped	Elko’s	

National	Cowboy	Poetry	Gathering	grow	

into	an	international	phenomenon.	

Expanding Las Vegas’ 
Convention Center
	 “Las	Vegas	has	been	the	No.	1	trade	

show	 destination	 for	 23	 consecutive	

years,	 and	 we	 intend	 to	 do	 everything	

we	 can	 to	 maintain	 that	 ranking,”	 said	

LVCVA’s	Ralenkotter.	“Our	current	clients	

represent	 $27	 billion	 of	 future	 business	

and	nearly	18	million	attendees	 through	

2030.	We	need	to	ensure	we	do	not	lose	

any	of	that	business.”

	 In	order	to	stay	ahead	of	rival	conven-

tion	 cities,	 LVCVA	 is	 proposing	 an	 ambi-

tious	$1.4	billion	expansion	and	renovation	

project.	The	implosion	of	the	Riviera	Hotel	

began	phase	I	of	the	project,	and	the	site	

was	 re-paved	 into	 the	 new	 26-acre	 Dia-

mond	Lot	with	parking	and	outdoor	exhibi-

tion	space.	The	Diamond	Lot	was	used	by	

Consumer	Electronics	Show	(CES)	and	for	

outdoor	exhibits	for	the	first	time	this	past	

spring.	 The	 $860	million	 project	 will	 add	

1.4	million	square	feet	to	the	current	con-

Jeremy

Aguero
Las Vegas Stadium
Authority Board
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“Reinvention is the core of the tourism industry. You have to look at what’s working and how

travelers, both domestic and international, are changing and then respond to those changing needs.”

— Claudia Vecchio, Nevada Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs

A rendering shows a possible future expansion to the Las Vegas Convention Center.

vention center, including 600,000 square 

feet of new exhibit space, additional meet-

ing rooms and other amenities.

 Once the expansion is complete, reno-

vation of the existing 58-year-old conven-

tion center will proceed, at a cost esti-

mated at $540 million. Once the expansion 

and renovation projects are completed by 

the end of 2022, the Las Vegas Convention 

Center will include about 2.5 million square 

feet of space, making it one of the largest 

convention venues in the U.S. 

 “The expansion is projected to have 

a potential incremental economic impact 

of nearly $810 million per year and $2.1 

billion of expected construction-related 

economic impact,” said Ralenkotter. “In 

addition, it will generate more than one 

million incremental room nights annually 

and attract an estimated 610,000 new 

convention attendees per year.”

The Tourism
Outlook
 The outlook for travel and tourism in 

Nevada is bright. RSCVA’s Delone said, 

“If we reach $337.75 million in taxable 

room revenues at the end of this fiscal 

year, that would be the highest total ever 

achieved in a year. And, we’re actually 

forecasting $361 million.” 

 Ralenkotter predicts that Las Vegas 

will break the 43 million visitor mark in 

2017. “With the influx in unique resort 

amenities, shopping, spa, entertainment, 

culinary offerings, the Las Vegas Golden 

Knights, special events and more, Las 

Vegas strives to remain on the top of trav-

elers’ lists for years to come,” he said.

 “I expect the desire for travel to continue 

to boom for many years to come,” added 

Vecchio. “The generation we’re all trying 

to attract, the millennials, see travel as a 

normal part of life, not just something you 

plan for once a year, so I expect tourism in 

Nevada to experience a pretty hefty growth 

rate going forward.”

Phil

DeLong
RSCVA

IN BRIEF

The Las Vegas Philharmonic hosted 19,000 
Clark County School District students this 
season for free concerts and curriculum. 
Over the past 18 seasons, the orchestra has 
hosted over 200,000 program which is free 
to the school district and funded through 
corporate and private donations.
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SPECIAL INTERESTS WANTED ESAS DEAD

 Free Market Watch

eacher unions care more about their share of tax revenue 
than they do about the quality education of children. 
    More than anything else, that should be the takeaway 
from the 2017 legislative session — when opponents of 

educational choice called the Governor’s bluff on Education Sav-
ings Accounts (ESAs). 
 Of course, the word “bluff” implies that, ultimately, Sandoval 
was not seriously committed to the program — a conclusion the 
legislative record confirms. 
 The road leading to the demise of ESAs was a long one and it 
was paved by Sandoval’s unwillingness to fight. 
 After all, Sandoval so prioritized the “Raiders Stadium” over 
ESAs in the 2016 special session that he refused to even place ESAs 
before the same legislature that had approved them in the first place. 
 Similarly, Sandoval’s proposed “fix” so watered down the origi-
nal program as to verge on the comical. 
 Yet the governor did promise that an agreement would be 
worked out in the 2017 regular session to fund the groundbreaking 
reform in some fashion. And many people in his own political party 
believed him.  
 What they should have recognized from the beginning, how-
ever, is that ESA opponents — namely teacher unions and the gov-
ernment-school establishment — saw the program as, for them, a 
life-or-death issue.
 Allowing parents to control the educational careers of their own 
children — even on a miniscule scale — would eventually mean, 
these corrupt politicians understood, the death knell for the govern-
ment-monopoly on which their own power rests. 
 So, more than Sandoval wanted educational choice funded, 
these special interests wanted it dead. 
 Sandoval proposed $60 million funding to begin the GOP con-
cessions. Then, as “negotiations” progressed, Republicans agreed 
on even more cuts, on further restrictions on the program’s future 
growth and even to transform the program into a scholarship pro-
gram funded by tax credits.  
 Even then, nothing short of complete defunding was, for the 
anti-ESA faction, “enough.”
 The apoplexy over the very idea of parent-driven educational 
choice never quieted.  
 Still, parents and students continued to hope that some form 
of ESA funding would survive the hostile environment. After all, 

thousands of Nevada families were depending on it, and GOP law-
makers had made repeated promises. 
 Senator Michael Roberson, for example, proudly declared that 
without ESA funding, Republicans would oppose, in full force, any 
budget put forward by Democrats. 
 Not all politicians, as it turns out, were quite so dedicated. 
 Sandoval showed his first white flag the Friday before sine die, 
when he needlessly declared that there “would be no threat of a 
special session.” Then the actual death of the program arrived in a 
June 4th backroom deal. 
 Three Republican senators — Heidi Gansert, Becky Harris and 
Ben Kieckhefer — agreed to vote for the key budget bill, effec-
tively disarming pro-ESA lawmakers of any remaining leverage. 
 It was a move that was done, ostensibly, as part of a “compro-
mise” with the anti-ESA forces in the legislature. In exchange for 
killing ESAs, legislative leadership agreed to a $20 million one-
time increase to the state’s existing $6 million tax scholarship pro-
gram for low-income children.
 But, anti-choice activists weren’t content with the death of 
ESAs. Just one week later, the Nevada State Education Associa-
tion’s Chris Daly told the media that his group would be setting its 
sights on the scholarship program — fighting to kick off it as many 
low-income kids as possible in 2019. 
 “We don’t like [the one time increase]. We’re going to hold the 
makers of this deal to their commitment that this was a one-time 
appropriation… and cut it to the $6 million or eliminate the pro-
gram,” he told the Independent. 
 The message from Daly was quite clear: The public-education 
establishment is opposed to absolutely any reform that doesn’t in-
volve funneling more tax dollars into its flailing monopoly system.  
For the unions and education establishment, even a mere $20 mil-
lion in scholarships is too much of a threat to allow.
 And the reason is transparent. At its heart, the opposition to ESAs 
has always been about protecting the special interests that batten 
upon an obsolete government-run education monopoly — a system 
where every failure is seen as justification for even more tax revenues. 
 The fact that anti-ESA lawmakers were willing to prioritize the 
rapacity of this parasitic class over the legitimate needs and rights 
of Nevada’s youth, however, speaks volumes.
 For parents, as they look ahead to 2019, it should be a 
clarion call.

T
Michael Schaus is communications director for the Nevada Policy Research Institute.
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WHAT UPDATES ARE 
THERE IN TECHNOLOGY 
AND SECURITY?
COMMISSIONER GEORGE BURNS:	As	technol-

ogy	expands	to	reach	more	of	the	public	–	be	

that	with	mobile	access,	because	it’s	beyond	

PC	access	and	ATMs	now	–	the	exposure	to	

vulnerability	 exponentially	 expands.	 That’s	

a	problem	because	there’s	a	whole	 lot	more	

vulnerability	 on	 a	 mobile	 app.	 Those	 new	

technologies	require	so	much	more	concen-

tration	on	how	to	secure	that	technology.	That	

slows	the	pace	of	going	into	those	realms.	But	

they’re	realms	that	all	of	our	bankers	have	to	

go	 into	because	 the	new	generation	of	cus-

tomers	demand	it.

PATRICIA OCHAL:	 There	 is	 an	 internal	 focus	

on	cyber	security	within	 the	financial	 institu-

tions.	It’s	a	very	voluminous,	concentrated	ef-

fort	within	each	bank	to	meet	cyber	security	

needs.	That’s	something	that	is	new	and	has	

been	rolling	out	 in	 the	 last	 two	years.	We’ve	

always	had	security.	We	have	to	meet	security	

needs.	We	have	 to	be	careful	with	our	 cus-

tomer	 information	and	cyber	 security	 is	one	

of	 the	newest	 things	we’re	dealing	with	 and	

rolling	out.	

YORK:	As	far	as	protecting	the	customers,	it’s	

constant	self-audit,	self-testing	and	 intrusion	

prevention.	 We	 have	 outsource	 companies	

that	test	our	systems.	They	test	every	product.	

They	try	to	hack	and	get	in	and	we	see	if	we	

pass	or	not.	We	test	ourselves	on	an	ongoing	

basis.	The	more	products	we	offer,	the	more	

we	test	it	on	more	levels	and	in	deeper	ways.	

That’s	partly	thanks	to	our	regulatory	agencies	

because	it’s	a	big	deal.	Security	and	IT	is	be-

coming	its	own	audit	and	we’re	going	to	get	

our	own	separate	grade	for	 it.	 It’s	becoming	

as	important	as	anything	else	we	get	graded	

on.	The	attention	to	it	is	there	and	we’re	doing	

a	pretty	good	job	of	it,	but	it	will	be	a	challenge	

as	 it	 constantly	 becomes	 more	 mobile	 and	

more	adaptable.

T. RYAN SULLIVAN:	 [Cyber	 security]	 has	 be-

come	such	a	focus	that,	at	times,	it	can	slow	

some	 adaptability	 and	 change	 in	 employing	

lending	and	in	small	business	lending,	better	

balance	 sheets	 and	more	 viable	 expansion	

opportunities	with	our	clients.

PHYLLIS GURGEVICH:	There	are	a	lot	of	differ-

ent	banks	and	bankers	and	occasionally	there	

can	 be	 people	 who	 forget	 what	 a	 Nevada	

banker	 is,	 not	 understanding	 that	 everyone	

sitting	around	this	 table	 is	a	Nevada	banker.	

Nevada	 bankers	 live	 here	 in	 the	 state.	 They	

work	here	in	the	state.	They	pay	taxes	here	in	

the	 state.	 They	promote	 the	 economy.	They	

are	 employers.	More	 than	 4,000	 people	 are	

employed	by	the	banking	industry.	[I’d	like	to]	

just	bring	home	that	understanding	of	what	a	

Nevada	banker	 is	 and	 that	 having	 a	 healthy	

banking	community	means	you	have	a	healthy	

economic	community.

JAMES YORK:	I	think	banking	post-recession	is	

different	than	it	was	prior.	We’re	all	reinventing	

ourselves	 to	some	degree.	 It’s	not	 the	same	

and	we’re	not	the	same.	If	we	go	back	to	do-

ing	the	same	thing,	we’re	going	to	be	in	a	lot	of	

trouble.	It’s	making	a	profit	safely,	not	just	be-

ing	commercial	real	estate	lenders,	but	getting	

back	to	community	lending.	[It’s]	taking	care	of	

the	entire	community	and	not	just	doing	niche	

banking,	but	getting	back	to	what	the	econo-

my	needs	and	what	the	local	businesses	in	the	

community	need.	It’s	different	with	technology.	

We	have	to	be	different	and	we	have	to	adapt.
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s	the	economy	continues	to	improve	

in	 the	 Silver	 State,	 the	 banking	

industry	 is	 seeing	 an	 uptick	 in	

growth.	However,	 there	are	 still	

challenges	for	an	industry	with	substantial	reg-

ulations	and	bankers	are	working	to	navigate	

those	challenges.	Banking	executives	recently	

met	in	the	Las	Vegas	offices	of	City	National	

Bank	to	discuss	the	health	of	the	industry	and	

what	Nevadans	can	expect	moving	forward.

	 Connie	 Brennan,	 CEO	 and	 publisher	 of	

Nevada Business Magazine,	served	as	mod-

erator	for	the	event.	These	monthly	meetings	

are	designed	to	bring	leaders	together	to	dis-

cuss	 issues	 relevant	 to	 their	 industries.	 Fol-

lowing	is	a	condensed	version	of	the	round-

table	discussion.

WHAT IS THE STATE OF 
BANKING IN NEVADA?
SHIREY:	Five	years	ago,	companies	needed	

capital.	Last	year,	 there	were	more	compa-

nies	 that	were	 actually	 engaged	 in	 acquisi-

tion	 activities	 and	 were	 starting	 to	 expand	

their	business.	This	year,	there’s	a	lot	of	con-

fidence	 in	 the	 economy.	 When	 businesses	

are	 investing	 in	 themselves,	 that’s	generally	

when	banks	benefit.	We’re	really	seeing	the	

changes	 in	C&I	 (commercial	 and	 industrial)	

A
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new	 technology.	We	want	 things	 to	 be	 safe	

and,	by	and	large,	the	 industry	does	a	great	

job	 in	 the	 financial	 and	payments	 networks.	

It’s	 not	 banks	 that	 are	 the	 weak	 link	 in	 the	

chain.	But,	because	we	 focus	so	heavily	on	

cyber	 security,	 it	 can	mean	 that	 we’re	 slow	

to	adopt	some	of	the	newer	technologies	be-

cause	what	we	have	today	works	just	fine	and	

we	don’t	want	to	rock	that	boat.

AL WELCH:	 It’s	been	an	 interesting	evolution	

from	 our	 perspective.	 Users	 going	 online,	

digital,	 mobile,	 all	 of	 these	 things,	 now	 it’s	

continued	evolution.	We	spend	a	ton	of	time	

with	fin-tech	(financial	technology)	companies	

because,	the	scary	part	about	this	is,	it	moves	

very	fast.	What	is	absolutely	cutting	edge	to-

day,	give	it	six	months,	and	who’s	going	to	do	

the	next	thing?	How	do	we	pick	the	right	tech-

nologies	 and	 invest	 in	 the	 best	 people?	 It’s	

going	to	look	totally	different	24	months	from	

now	than	it	does	today.	It’s	going	at	a	speed	

that	I’ve	certainly	never	seen	in	my	career.

SHIREY:	I	do	believe	technology	and	adapting	

and	serving	the	next	generation	of	bank	client	

is	one	of	the	biggest	challenges	facing	the	in-

dustry,	particularly	for	smaller	banks	who	may	

not	 have	 the	 technology	 budget	 of	 Bank	 of	

America	or	Wells	Fargo.	We’re	all	competing	in	

the	same	space	and	competing	for	the	same	

customers.	 The	 need	 for	 community	 banks,	

in	particular,	to	get	on	par	with	a	lot	of	larger	

banks	around	 technology	 is	 really	 important	

for	their	ability	to	compete	in	the	future.

HOW DOES 
TECHNOLOGY AFFECT 
COMPETITION?
YORK:	I	use	the	same	outsource	providers	that	

Bank	of	Nevada	uses.	They	provide	us	with	

the	same	products	and	services	and	we	get	

every	whistle	 and	bell	 that	Bank	of	America	

and	Wells	Fargo	has	for	our	clients.	It’s	not	that	

difficult	in	the	21st	century.	Back	in	the	1980s	

and	1990s,	it	was	very	difficult	because	it	was	

all	 proprietary	 products	 that	 the	 big	 banks	

had.	I’ve	worked	for	the	big	banks	and	the	little	

banks	just	couldn’t	get	in	that	market.	Today,	

they’re	very	accessible.

BRUCE FORD: Coupled	 with	 technology,	 the	

consumers	are	so	much	more	informed.	They	

can	force	us	to	compete	just	by	saying,	“Hey,	I	

just	saw	this	offer	online	and	here’s	what	your	

competitors	are	doing.”

SULLIVAN:	We	all	compete	against	each	other	

for	clients	and	employees,	but	I	think	we,	as	

an	industry,	have	taken	a	stance	that	we’re	all	

on	the	side	of	cyber	security	together.	There’s	

actually	a	network	called	FS-ISAC	 (Financial	

Services	 -	 Information	Sharing	 and	Analysis	

Center).	If	there’s	an	issue	that’s	happening	at	

Bank	of	America,	we’re	going	to	know	about	it	

at	Bank	of	George.

KIRK CLAUSEN:	 I	 think	 that’s	 a	 really	 good	

point	 that,	over	 the	years,	 it’s	 really	evolved.	

There’s	a	lot	more	sharing	that	goes	on	today.	
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If	there’s	a	robbery	next	door,	I	see	a	picture	

of	it	within	minutes.	It’s	pretty	quick	as	to	who	

was	robbed	and	what	they	look	like.	The	col-

laboration	is	so	much	better	than	it	was	10	or	

15	years	ago.

WHAT IS HAPPENING 
WITH THE REGULATORY 
ENVIRONMENT?
JOHN KLEY:	Regulatory	is	always	an	issue.	But,	

what	 the	 state	 does	 from	a	 taxing	 authority	

point	of	view	and	what	they	did	to	change	the	

dynamic	of	the	state	gets	in	the	way.	[It	effects]	

how	far	we	expand	our	model	and	how	many	

new	customers	are	seen	coming	in	from	out	of	

area	to	absorb	some	of	that	product.

CLAUSEN:	The	truth	is,	it’s	truly	not	one-size-

fits-all.	 Whether	 it’s	 a	 state	 regulation	 or	 a	

federal	regulation,	it	comes	out	and	the	cost	

to	implement	all	these	regulations,	just	for	my	

company,	is	scary.	I	don’t	know	the	number,	

but	it’s	probably	scary.	We	hire	literally	thou-

sands	of	people	around	compliance	and	 le-

gal	 help	 to	work	 through	all	 the	 regulations,	

whether	 they’re	new	or	 rewritten	or	existing.	

We	can	do	that.	If	you	turn	to	a	smaller	insti-

tution,	 it’s	disproportionate.	They	most	 likely	

can’t	afford	to	hire	that	kind	of	support,	at	least	

in	house.	There	 just	seems	to	be	something	

wrong	with	that.

SHIREY:	I	think	that’s	limited	options	for	con-

sumers.	How	many	banks	in	here	were	issu-

ing	mortgages	prior	to	the	new	qualified	mort-

gage	rules	then	stopped	after?	A	lot	of	banks	

self	 selected	 out	 of	 even	 offering	mortgage	

products	 because	 of	 the	 compliance	 and	

regulatory	issues	they	would	have	to	deal	with	

and	the	costs	that	would	occur.	I	don’t	think	

that’s	ultimately	good	for	consumers.

BURNS:	 It	 goes	back	 to	 rightsizing	 the	 regu-

latory	 environment.	 There’s	 certain	 types	 of	

regulations	 that	 apply	 to	 every	 institution	 re-

gardless	of	its	size	or	complexity.	Cyber	secu-

rity	is	one	of	those.	It	all	has	to	meet	the	same	

standard.	When	 it	comes	to	something	such	

as	stress	testing,	those	same	rules	should	not	

apply	to	a	one	branch,	$150	million	bank.	It	just	

shouldn’t.	Because	we’ve	become	such	a	liti-

gious	culture,	everything	is	run	by	lawyers	now.	

It’s	not	run	by	regulators.	What	I’m	hoping	will	

happen	 is	 they	will	drive	more	of	 the	author-

ity	 down	 to	 the	 examiner	 level	 and	 down	 to	

the	local	level	as	opposed	to	Washington	D.C.	

trying	to	centrally	run	everything.	They	need	to	

be	delegating	authority	so	when	an	examiner	

goes	 into	an	 institution	 they	can	apply	com-

mon	 sense	 and	make	 an	 evaluation	 of	 that.	

When	we	do	our	joint	exams	with	the	FDIC,	we,	

hopefully,	bring	balance	to	that	federal	agency	

that’s	local	and	understands	the	market.

SULLIVAN:	 I	 agree	 with	 everything	 you	 just	

said.	Every	time	we	have	a	conversation	with	

our	 regulators	 in	 the	 last	 three	 years,	 they	
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always	have	their	counsel	on	the	line.	If	you	

roll	all	of	this	into	the	small	bank	environment,	

there’s	 thousands	 of	 employees	 as	 Wells	

Fargo	and	Bank	of	America,	but	at	 a	 small	

bank	we	have	to	hire	five	or	six.	Well,	that’s	10	

percent	of	our	workforce	now.	And	15	years	

ago,	 it	was	 one	 full-time	person	 and	bank-

wide	training.	The	shift	that’s	happened	over	

the	last	two	decades,	particularly	if	you	throw	

cyber	security	into	the	mix,	is	a	huge	burden	

on	the	smaller	banks.	Not	only	are	we	seeing	

where	the	rules	are	being	driven	directly	out	

of	D.C.,	but	because	that	environment	is	so	

litigious,	a	regulator	is	always	going	to	err	on	

the	side	of	caution.	Even	for	rules	that	don’t	

apply	to	small	banks,	we	receive	recommen-

dations	that	were	intended	to	apply	to	much	

larger	 institutions	 under	 the	 description	 of	

best	practice.

GENE GALLOWAY:	It’s	not	the	regulatory	envi-

ronment.	 It’s	the	congressional	environment.	

I	defend	the	regulators.	They	get	the	toughest	

job.	 I’m	a	big	 fan	of	 the	FDIC.	They’ve	been	

super	supportive	of	us.	I	think	it’s	the	political	

environment	 more	 than	 the	 regulatory	 envi-

ronment.	 They’re	 just	 the	 scapegoats.	 They	

don’t	make	the	rules.

HOW DO YOU ENGAGE 
THE NEW GENERATION 
OF BANKERS?
FORD:	We’ve	been	pouring	 into	them	and	try-

ing	to	teach	them	and	getting	them	ready	[to	be	

leaders].	Still,	finding	broad	base	talent	is	tough.

KLEY:	A	lot	of	it	is	how	you	position	them	and	

how	you	keep	them	walking	down	that	road.	

They’ve	got	to	buy	in.	

CLAUSEN:	I	think	it’s	having	that	conversation	

up	front	and	early	about	what	the	possibilities	

are	so	you	can	engage	their	loyalty	and,	hope-

fully,	keep	them	around.	I	think	about	when	I	

started,	I	wasn’t	thinking	career.	To	the	point	

about	how	smart	younger	folks	are	about	their	

career,	 they	 are	 thinking	 about	 these	 things	

much	earlier	than	I	did.

WELCH:	We	create	a	value	proposition,	really	

talk	about	career	development	and	put	a	plan	

in	place;	probably	much	more	so	than	when	

I	was	in	their	shoes.	Their	minds	are	going	a	

thousand	miles	an	hour.	

OCHAL:	We	have	millennials	and	some	of	them	

say	they	haven’t	been	afforded	the	opportu-

nities	to	even	get	in	the	door.	That’s	the	one	

thing	that	 I’m	finding	out	with	the	millennials	

we’ve	hired;	they’re	thrilled	to	be	given	oppor-

tunities.	There’s	just	so	much	they	can	bring	

to	the	table	and	they	have	a	different	thought	

process.	What	I	do	is	just	try	to	let	them	show	

me	what	we	can	do	differently.

GALLOWAY: It’s	different	for	community	banks	

versus	much	 larger	banks.	We’re	more	gen-

eralists.	 We	 have	 a	 traditional	 relationship	

manager	model.	That	means	you	know	about	

lending,	products,	sales,	collections.	You	can’t	

find	 those	 guys	 because,	 in	my	 generation,	

we	did	 away	with	 commercial	 lending	 train-

ing	programs	and	that	was	a	feeder	group	for	

community	banks.	We’re	morphing	our	model	

to	go	more	sales	and	service	to	keep	growing.

BURNS:	I	think	that	nowadays,	banking	is	con-

sidered	kind	of	boring.	Generating	interest	[is	

important],	because	it’s	not	as	high-flying	as	

Apple	and	Google,	you	have	to	get	down	to	

working	with	the	people	that	are	coming	out	

of	college.	I	know	a	number	of	the	folks	here	

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24

 Industry Focus
were	 involved	 with	 a	 commercial	 banking	

class	at	UNLV’s	 lecture	 series,	getting	 them	

interested	in	the	class	in	the	first	place.	That	

generated	some	good	interest.	

GURGEVICH:	 As	 an	 industry,	 we	 are	 doing	

more	 to	 engage	with	 students	 and	 let	 them	

know,	at	the	college	level,	that	this	is	a	viable	

career	path	and	it	is	exciting.	Taking	it	all	the	

way	down	to	grade	school,	the	legislature	just	

passed	and	the	governor	signed	SB249	which	

is	 the	 financial	 literacy	 bill.	 We’re	 improving	

the	curriculum	and	the	amount	of	attention	fi-

nance	gets	in	a	student’s	education	so	when	

they	 graduate,	 they’ve	 got	 a	 grasp	 of	 basic	

economic	principles.	That’s	going	to	stay	with	

them	all	their	life.	The	hope	is	that,	as	we	edu-

cate	students	about	these	basic	principles	of	

economics,	 they	will	 be	better	prepared	not	

only	 personally	 with	 their	 finances,	 but	 also	

more	 aware	 of	 and	 interested	 in	 the	 career	

paths	related	to	banking	and	finance.

mailto:service@ccculv.com
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MOVERS & SHAKERS

Face
to Face

Managing Partner of the Las Vegas Office
Fennemore Craig (11 years in Nevada)

MARK
HAWKINS
Type of Business: Law Firm | Hails from: Orem, Utah
10 years with company in Nevada | Based in: Las Vegas

“Be the most
prepared person

in the room.”

How did you first get
into your profession? 
My	father	and	grandfather	were	
tax	accountants	and	I	was	always	
fascinated	by	the	critical	thinking	
aspect	associated	with	their	careers.		
The	law	intrigued	me	because	it	
provided	the	critical	thinking	aspect	
without	limiting	it	to	the	tax	code.

What do you want your
legacy to be? 
I	hope	I	am	remembered	as	someone	
that	quietly	went	about	doing	good	for	
others.		As	Shannon	Adler	said	“Carve	
your	name	on	hearts,	not	tombstones.	A	
legacy	is	etched	into	the	minds	of	others	
and	the	stories	they	share	about	you.”

What business advice would
you give someone just
starting in your industry? 
Work	hard,	work	smart,	anticipate	
needs	and	do	not	stop	learning.

What is a little known
fact about yourself? 
My	roots	run	deep	in	Las	Vegas.		My	great	
grandfather	moved	to	Las	Vegas	in	1921	
as	an	engineer	with	the	Union	Pacific	
Railroad,	and	members	of	the	extended	
family	have	been	here	ever	since.

What is your favorite thing
about living in Nevada?
Nevada	is	a	land	of	true	opportunity.		
If	you	work	hard,	take	care	of	your	
clients	by	providing	results,	a	person	
can	achieve	success.

What do you wish you would
have learned at the
beginning of your career?
What	they	do	not	teach	you	in	school	
is	that	lawyering	involves,	not	just	
knowing	and	interpreting	the	law,	but	
being	business-savvy	for	your	clients	
to	provide	them	sound	advice	within	
the	framework	of	existing	laws.

If you could have coined
a single phrase of wisdom,
what would it be?
Albert	Einstein	said,	“Everybody	is	a	
genius.		But	if	you	judge	a	fish	by	its	
ability	to	climb	a	tree,	it	will	live	its	whole	
life	believing	it	is	stupid.”		I	try	to	see	the	
potential	in	people	and	I	like	this	quote	
because	it	forces	me	to	change	my	point	of	
view	and	find	the	genius	in	each	person.

What is your motto?
Be	the	most	prepared	person	in	the	room.

When you were a kid,
what did you want to be? 
A	Major	League	baseball	player.

What was the toughest lesson 
you’ve learned in your career? 
Having	patience	when	dealing	with	
unreasonable	parties	on	the	other	side	of	
the	table.		That	is	something	that	I	continue	
to	work	at,	and	suspect	I	always	will.
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 Welcome to Nevada

Shannon West Homeless 
Youth Center
HELP of Southern Nevada will open a 
residential and day programming loca-
tion in mid-July to assist community 
youth with learning necessary skills to 
succeed as adults. The center will pro-
vide emergency shelter, intensive case 
management, addiction and behavioral 
health services, education, job training, 
career coaching and other services at no 
cost. The three-story facility can house 
up to 166 young adults from ages 16 
to 24 and rooms within the shelter are 
available for sponsorship.

Ryze Renewables
Las Vegas, LLC
With plans to acquire and refurbish an al-
ready existing North Las Vegas bio-diesel 
processing facility, Ryze Renewables will 
open 67 new job positions in Southern Ne-
vada. The company will also invest around 
$150 million in capital expenditures for the 
new location. Ryze Renewables uses pat-
ented technology to manufacture 100 per-
cent renewable diesel. The North Las Vegas 
facility will open in 2018 and produce 60 
million gallons of renewable diesel per year.

Scientific Games, Inc.
Expanding operations in Southern Ne-
vada, Scientfic Games is a developer of 
technology-based products and services 
for worldwide gaming, lottery and in-
teractive markets. The company plans 
to hire 80 new employees over the next 
five years with an average hourly wage 
of $30.00 per hour. After merging with 
Bally Gaming, Inc. and WSM Industries, 
Inc., Scientific Games will invest $14 
million to transform its existing opera-
tions and headquarters into a campus. 

Elemental LED
This engineering and technology-based 
manufacturer of LED lighting solutions 
is relocating its US manufacturing and 
research and development operations to 
Reno. The company’s corporate head-
quarters will also move to an adjacent 
property in the South Meadows area. 
Elemental LED plans to hire up to 100 
employees across several fields with an 
average hourly wage of $42.84 and invest 
$1,865,000 in capital equipment in the 
first two years.

http://www.digimanstudio.com
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 Around the State

Owner of Grand Sierra Resort
to Acquire SLS Las Vegas
The Meruelo Group, which owns the Grand Sierra Resort and 
Casino in Reno, has announced plans to acquire the SLS Las 
Vegas in the third quarter of this year. The purchase will make 
Merueulo one of the only privately held companies to own major 
resort properties in both Reno and Las Vegas. The company also 
recently announced an agreement to purchase a top ranked radio 
station in Los Angeles, expanding the firm’s media holdings.

CSN Receives
STEM Grant for
UAS Discipline
The College of Southern Nevada has 
received a grant of nearly $200,000 to 
cover the cost of equipment and supplies 
for a new discipline in unmanned aviation 
systems (UAS). The grant was provided 
by the Governor’s Office of Science, 
Innovation and Technology. The college 
expects to launch the full degree discipline 
in the fall of 2018 within its existing 
engineering technology department. The 
discipline is being developed with input 
from industry leaders and experts.

Greater Nevada Credit 
Union Named SBA 
Lender of the Year
Greater Nevada Credit Union (GNCU), 
headquartered in Carson City, has been 
recognized as a 2017 Nevada Small 
Business Administration (SBA) Lender 
of the Year. The award is given to Nevada 
lenders that had a positive impact on the 
small business community. GNCU lent over 
$10.7 million in SBA 7(a) lands and nearly 
$1 million in SBA 504 loans. In addition 
the credit union was recognized as the first 
ever Nevada Community Credit Union of 
the Year.

NDOT Shares DataWith App Waze
The Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT) has 
announced a data-sharing partnership with Waze, a free, 
real-time crowdsourced traffic and navigation app. Through 
the app, NDOT state road construction, incident and closure 
data will become available to Nevada drivers. In a two-way 
data exchange, Waze will provide NDOT with anonymous 
traffic incident and slow-down information reported by users 
to display on the Nevada 511 Travel Info system.

http://www.ccculv.org
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   Expert Advice

PERSONAL BRAND MATTERS

Brian Williams is president of Five Star Economy, which specializes in online reputation and marketing.

f your business isn’t growing to meet ob-
jectives, maybe it’s because you’ve over-
looked a simple new currency — your 
online reputation.

   More than 90 percent of all consumers (in-
cluding consumers of business services and 
business-to-business clients) read online re-
views at places like Yelp, Google and Face-
book before deciding to buy something or 
make an appointment.
 Consider Campbell Jones Cohen CPAs, 
a Las Vegas accounting firm. Until October 
2016, Campbell Jones Cohen had no online 
reviews, which effectively hid this respected 
firm’s great reputation from the public. To-
day, after generating just 50 online reviews 
from existing clients, the firm receives daily calls from 
qualified prospective new clients.
 Want to capitalize on online reviews to boost your busi-
ness, medical practice, law firm, heating ventilation and 
air-conditioning repair company or your personal brand as 
an independent real estate agent? There are three simple 
ways to spark a steady flow of fresh, positive online re-
views from clientele.

SEND THE INVITE
 Invite all of your customers to leave feedback on a private 
website   or webpage you create on your existing website.
 This invitation will accomplish three vital things. It 
will tell you who likes your service. These are the custom-
ers you should invite to leave online reviews. It also makes 
it simple for your customers to leave feedback without us-
ing a review site. Finally, it will tell you who’s unhappy 
with your service and allow you to correct mistakes and 
calm emotions before the discontent goes public.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING
 Request reviews when your clients are 
most satisfied. The best time to ask for an online 
review is right after you deliver your product or 
service. The challenge, as you may have expe-
rienced, is customers rarely follow through on 
promises to leave reviews. They, like you, are 
super busy and distracted.
 So, unless you have a mechanism to re-
mind them, you’ll likely never get those reviews.
 Try this: send your customer a text mes-
sage 30 minutes after your product or service 
has been delivered and ask “How did I do to-
day?”
 Within that text message, provide a link 
to your private feedback web page (described 

above). You may have to send a couple of text message re-
minders and an email for two to remind your customers that 
their feedback matters to you.

REQUEST FEEDBACK
 Send a feedback request email campaign to your existing 
and past customers. One of the best ways to boost your on-
line review count is to ask customers for feedback through a 
simple series of emails.
 You’d be surprised at how many of your customers are 
willing to leave you feedback when you humbly ask them by 
using words like, “It would mean so much to me if you would 
take a few minutes to leave us some feedback.”
 Sometimes it takes a few email requests to get a response. 
But if you keep your request short and sweet, you’ll probably 
get a nice response.
 Plus, customers who leave feedback are likely your best re-
peat customers and referral sources. Imagine what you can do 
with this highly valuable information.

I

Brian
Williams
Five Star Economy

ONLINE REPUTATION

ACHIEVE	BUSINESS	GROWTH	USING	YOUR	ONLINE	REPUTATION
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   Cover Story HEALTHCARE CHECKUP

providing	care	to	that	population,	thus	passing	

it	on	to	the	insurers	and	the	insurers	thus	pass-

ing	it	on	to	the	insureds,	including	employers.	

	 As	 for	 small	 businesses,	 as	 of	 July	 1,	

health	insurance	carriers	were	permitted	to	

sell	in	Nevada	for	the	first	time	exclusive	pro-

vider	organization	plans,	a	type	of	preferred	

provider	organization	plan	but	more	akin	to	

HMO	or	Medicaid	plans,	which	don’t	provide	

out-of-network	benefits	for	non-emergency	

care.	 If	a	 required	specialty	provider	 is	not	

in	 the	network,	 the	plan	provides	coverage	

for	an	out-of-network	specialist	 for	 the	pa-

tient	and	doesn’t	require	patients	to	consult	

with	a	primary	care	physician	before	seeing	

a	specialist.	

	 “As	a	result,	small	employers	will	have	more	

affordable	plan	options	in	2018,”	Richardson	said.

	 As	 for	 solid	 evidence	 of	 premium	 hikes	

or	not,	we	won’t	get	any	until	the	17th	of	this	

month,	the	deadline	for	insurers	to	submit	to	

the	DOI	the	rates	for	their	off-exchange	(Ne-

vada	Health	Link)	plans,	Richardson	said.

Constraints on Access
	 Nevada	 businesses	 also	 face	 the	 prob-

lem	of	their	employees	not	always	being	able	

to	access	healthcare	 in	a	 timely	way.	This	 is	

because	Nevada	lacks	a	sufficient	number	of	

physicians,	from	generalists	to	specialists,	to	

provide	expedient	care	to	all	of	the	people	who	

require	and	desire	it,	Sonerholm	said.	

	 “We’re	continuing	to	work	collaboratively	to-

gether	in	the	entire	industry	on	how	we	develop	

greater	access	across	the	gamut,”	she	added.	

	 Insurers	 have	 added	 coverage	 for	 com-

ponents	 designed	 to	 improve	 access,	 such	

as	telemedicine,	virtual	visits,	convenient	care	

clinics	and	retail	centers.	Anthem	Blue	Cross	

Blue	 Shield’s	 LiveHealth	 Online	 (LHO)	 is	 a	

telemedince	 app	 avalaible	 to	 Anthem	mem-

bers	and	non-members.	The	app	gives	users	

access	to	a	physician	at	any	time	of	the	day	

or	night.	LHO	also	has	a	mental	health	com-

ponent,	LHO	Psychology,	allowing	patients	to	

visit	with	mental	health	professionals	from	the	

privacy	of	their	home	or	office.

	 On	the	physical	visit	front,	UHC	is	test	pi-

loting	Medicine	on	the	Move,	a	45-foot	mobile	

medical	 center	 that	 travels	 throughout	 the	

state,	even	to	the	rural	areas	and	to	companies	

upon	 request,	 providing	 care	 where	 there’s	

demand.	It’s	equipped	with	two	exam	rooms,	

mammogram	and	ultrasound	equipment,	lab-

oratory	and	x-raying	capabilities	and	heating	

and	air	conditioning.

	 “It’s	 been	 very	 successful	 so	 far,”	 Son-

erholm	 said.	 “We’re	 consistently	 looking	 for	

ways	to	innovate	and	deliver	new	services	and	

value	to	Nevada	companies.”

	 Some	 Silver	 State	 employers	 are	 taking	

steps	on	their	own	to	solve	the	access	problem.		

Eldorado	Resorts	Inc.,	the	parent	company	of	

Northern	Nevada’s	Circus	Circus,	Eldorado	and	

Silver	 Legacy	 hotel-casinos,	 opened	 a	 4,450	

square-foot,	 on-site	 medical	 clinic.	 Eldorado	

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
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Resorts	Family	Medical	Center	which	opened	

in	 May,	 provides	 workers	 quicker,	 easier	

access	 to	 healthcare.	 Insured	 patients	 can	

see	a	provider	within	24	hours	without	being	

charged	any	co-pays	or	added	fees.

Potential ACHA
Impacts
	 Sources	 for	 this	article	declined	 to	com-

ment	on	how	the	ACHA,	in	the	version	as	of	

early	June,	would	impact	Nevada	businesses	

with	 respect	 to	 health	 insurance.	 However,	

national	experts	noted	the	act	would	likely	re-

sult	in	these	major	company-related	changes:

•	 Large	companies	(50-plus	employees)	no	

longer	would	have	to	provide	health	 in-

surance	for	employees.

•	 Small	 businesses	 (fewer	 than	 50	 employ-

ees)	would	not	be	penalized	for	not	offer-

ing	employees	health	insurance	coverage.

•	 Micro-companies	(fewer	than	25	employ-

ees	and	with	average	wages	that	are	less	

than	$50,000)	wouldn’t	be	able	to	claim	

the	healthcare	tax	credit	after	2020,	when	

it	 gets	 eliminated.	 Also,	 beginning	 in	

2018,	businesses	of	this	size	wouldn’t	be	

able	to	use	that	credit	toward	plans	that	

cover	abortions.

	 “We’re	moving	 to	where	 I	 think	 the	man-

date	will	be	lifted	or	lessened	as	far	as	the	pen-

alty	for	large	employers,	but	I	don’t	believe	that	

will	have	a	change	on	how	employers	operate	

today,”	Windfeldt	said.	 “More	and	more	em-

ployers	feel	a	desire	and	need	to	offer	health	

insurance.	 If	you	polled	 large	employers	and	

asked,	would	you	stop	offering	benefits	if	the	

mandate	was	 lifted,	 I’d	say	 the	vast	majority	

would	say	no,	we’ll	still	offer	it.”

	 UHC’s	Sonerholm	didn’t	“want	to	specu-

late	 as	 to	 what’s	 going	 to	 happen	 with	 the	

federal	law.”	She	added,	“We’re	committed	to	

the	market	and	to	Nevada,	and	we’ll	make	the	

necessary	adjustments	to	make	sure	we	con-

tinue	providing	quality,	objective	benefits.”

	 The	 ACHA	 wouldn’t	 affect	 Hometown	

Health	generally,	Windfeldt	said,	because	the	

carrier	doesn’t	participate	in	the	health	insur-

ance	exchange.	If	anything,	the	insurer	might	

experience	slight	growth	in	membership	from	

people	leaving	the	exchange.	

	 “This	is	one	of	the	stronger	positions	that	

we’ve	 been	 in,	 and	 we’re	 looking	 for	 some	

strong	 years	 to	 come,”	 he	 said.	 Despite	 the	

uncertainty	 with	 health	 insurance	 nationally,	

“we	still	feel	strongly	Nevada	is	going	to	be	a	

good	state	going	forward.”

IN BRIEF

According to a SmartAsset study that 
took several factors into consideration, 
Carson City is the easiest place to sell a 
home in Nevada. Reno ranked fourth and 
Henderson ranked seventh on the list.
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OFFICE   IN
NEVADA

By John Seelmeyer

A PERSPECTIVE SHIFT

 The vacancy rate in Southern Ne-

vada is now about 5 percentage points 

better than it was a couple of years 

ago.  As a result of the tightening mar-

ket, landlords today are making fewer 

concessions in their negotiations with 

tenants, said Phillip Ralston, president 

of Henderson-based American Nevada 

Company.

 Or the glass might be half empty.  At 

the height of the pre-recession boom in 

late 2005, vacancies in the Las Vegas 

area dropped as low as 7.8 percent.

 Meanwhile in Northern Nevada, Dick-

son Commercial Group’s most recent 

survey of 200 top office buildings found 

a vacancy rate of 11.58 percent early this 

year, down a tick from 12.57 percent at 

the end of last year. At the depths of the 

recession, vacancy rates in Northern Ne-

vada topped 20 percent.

 Today, downtown Reno, with a va-

cancy rate of 10.91 percent, remains par-

ticularly strong, explained Scott Shanks, 

a principal with Dickson Commercial who 

specializes in office properties. The South 

Meadows market posts a 12 percent va-

cancy rate, while the Meadowood area of 

south Reno stands at 9.53 percent.

 Building Nevada

NEARLY a decade after the recession 

left yawning vacancies in office proper-

ties across Nevada, buildings are finally 

beginning to fill. Whether the rising oc-

cupancy justifies speculative new devel-

opment — particularly in the Las Vegas 

area — remains an open question.

 Applied Analysis estimates the office 

vacancy rate in Southern Nevada stood 

at 19.8 percent in the first quarter. That 

could mean the glass is half full.  

 The vacancy rate peaked at 25.3 per-

cent about four years ago, and it has 

been steadily declining ever since. Ten-

ants have been occupying more office 

space — “absorption” in the terms of bro-

kers and developers — than they’ve been 

vacating for 16 consecutive quarters.

Scott

Shanks
Dickson Commercial Group
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“The Class A market is outperforming everything else,

especially if it’s along a freeway in a good location.”

— Randy Broadhead, CBRE Las Vegas

said.	 Those	 locations	 have	 accounted	

for	 more	 than	 70	 percent	 of	 the	 recent	

absorption	of	office	space	in	the	region,	

and	 rents	 in	 many	 buildings	 have	 risen	

by	25	to	30	percent	in	the	past	couple	of	

years.

Progressing Markets 
	 The	key	driver	 in	the	office	market	 is	

growth	 of	 employment.	 Brian	 Gordon,	

principal	 of	 Applied	Analysis,	 explained	

that	 the	 jobs	 recovery	 in	 Southern	 Ne-

vada	has	begun	percolating	to	the	office	

sector.

	 Manufacturers	 and	 logistics	 compa-

nies	 have	 driven	 much	 of	 the	 recovery,	

but	they	typically	don’t	need	a	lot	of	office	

space.	 However,	 as	 new	 manufacturing	

and	 logistics	 workers	 need	 professional	

services	—	everything	from	dentists	to	ac-

countants	—	demand	for	office	space	will	

continue	to	strengthen,	Gordon	said.	

	 The	arrival	of	big	employers	—	Tesla,	

Apple	—	is	having	a	similar	effect	in	the	

Reno-Sparks	area,	said	Shanks.		North-

ern	 Nevada	 is	 getting	 a	 further	 boost	

from	 the	 arrival	 of	 technology	 compa-

nies,	 many	 of	 them	 still	 small,	 that	 are	

leasing	a	few	thousand	square	feet	here	

and	there	around	town.	

	 In	the	past	12	months,	the	fields	that	

typically	need	a	 lot	office	space	—	pro-

fessional	 and	 business	 services,	 edu-

cation	 and	 health	 services	—	 posted	 a	

4	 percent	 increase	 in	 employment	 in	

Southern	Nevada.	

Randy

Broadhead
CBRE Las Vegas

	 The	 reported	 19.8	 percent	 vacancy	

rate	for	office	space	in	Southern	Nevada	

doesn’t	fully	reflect	the	reality	of	a	bifur-

cated	market,	said	Randy	Broadhead,	a	

senior	 vice	 president	with	CBRE	 in	 Las	

Vegas.

Concessions
& Growth
	 Demand	 is	 strong,	 rents	 are	 rising	

and	 landlords	 no	 longer	 are	 willing	 to	

make	 concessions	 in	 office	 buildings	

along	 freeways	 such	 as	 the	 I-215	 corri-

dor,	Broadhead	said.

	 But	 landlords	 in	 older	 office	 proper-

ties	—	those	along	East	Flamingo	or	East	

Sahara	 —	 struggle	 to	 keep	 their	 build-

ings	full	even	as	they	cut	rents	and	offer	

incentives	to	woo	tenants.

	 “The	Class	A	market	is	outperforming	

everything	else,	especially	if	it’s	along	a	

freeway	 in	a	good	 location,”	Broadhead	
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	 Employers	 learned	 to	 do	 more	 with	

less	during	the	recession,	and	the	num-

ber	 of	 workers	 answering	 phones	 and	

filing	 paperwork	 dropped	 dramatically.	

But	 those	 jobs	 are	 bouncing	 back.	 The	

number	 of	 administrative	 positions	 in	

Southern	 Nevada	 organizations	 —	 an-

other	good	way	to	measure	the	need	for	

office	 space	 —	 posted	 an	 8.2	 percent	

growth	 in	 the	 past	 12	 months,	 Gordon	

says.	

User &
Speculative
Built
	 The	 recovery	 in	 office	

jobs	has	been	accompanied	

by	 recent	 construction	 ac-

tivity,	 mostly	 single-tenant	

buildings.	 Among	 the	 com-

panies	 building	 their	 own	

office	 buildings	 in	 the	 Las	

Vegas	 market	 have	 been	

Credit	One,	UFC,	the	Great-

er	Las	Vegas	Association	of	

Realtors	 and	 MountainView	

Hospitals.

	 Speculative	development,	

however,	 hasn’t	 perked	 up	 much	 since	

coming	 to	 a	 near-standstill	 during	 the	

recent	 recession,	 and	 Gordon	 doesn’t	

expect	 to	 see	 speculative	 construction	

come	back	to	life	until	vacancy	rates	fall	

even	further.

	 “The	 right	projects	 at	 the	 right	 loca-

tions	will	continue	to	be	sought	out,	par-

ticularly	as	Class	A	availability	continues	

to	tighten,”	he	said.

	 An	 office-construction	 market	 that’s	

heavy	 on	 creation	 of	 buildings	 for	 spe-

cific	users	and	light	on	speculative	proj-

ects	 should	 help	 keep	 the	 market	 from	

getting	ahead	of	 itself,	Applied	Analysis	

noted	in	a	recent	report.

	 Broadhead	 believes,	 however,	 that	

this	 is	 the	 time	 for	 new	 speculative	 de-

velopment	to	begin	stirring.	He	said	cur-

rent	 trends	 should	 drive	 vacancy	 rates	

below	10	percent	 in	 high-demand	 loca-

tions	within	the	next	year	or	so,	dictating	

the	need	 for	 new	development	 to	begin	

moving	forward	now.

	 “We’re	in	a	good	place	right	now,	but	

we’re	going	to	run	out	of	good	product,”	

he	said.

	 Vacancy	 rates	 in	 the	 Reno-Sparks	

area	 already	 have	 reached	 the	 10	 per-

cent	 level	 that	 gets	 developers	 out	 on	

the	 dance	 floor,	 and	 Shanks	 notes	 that	

some	 tenants	 appear	 willing	 to	 pay	 the	

rents	 of	 $2.75	 a	 square	 foot	 that	would	

be	 necessary	 to	 support	 new	 develop-

ment.	Generally,	full-service	office	rents	

in	top-tier	buildings	in	the	Reno	area	run	

at	least	$2	a	square	foot.

	 “We’ve	 been	 saying	 that	 whoever	

builds	first	will	win,”	Shanks	said.

	 He	 added	 the	 market	 is	 particularly	

tight	 for	 larger,	 top-quality	 spaces	 in	

downtown	 Reno,	 where	 the	 last	 major	

construction	 —	 Museum	 Tower	 —	 was	

completed	 in	 1987.	 McKenzie	 Proper-

ties	 started	 work	 on	 a	 40,000-square-

foot	 building	 at	 Reno’s	 Mountaingate,	

the	 first	 speculative	 office	 building	 in	

the	 city	 since	 2008.	 	 Office	 space	 will	

be	developed,	too,	in	the	Park	Lane	and	

Rancharrah	projects.

Strong Market?
	 In	Las	Vegas,	 the	 lenders	who	have	

been	 gun-shy	 about	 financing	 new	

speculative	 office	 projects	 since	 the	

recession	 are	 beginning	 to	 see	 how	

construction	can	pencil	out,	Broadhead	

explained.

	 While	 vacancy	 rates	 are	 dropping,	

Ralston	 says	 developers	 still	 haven’t	

seen	 enough	 strengthening	 in	 rental	

rates	 to	 support	 development	 of	 new	

speculative	office	buildings.	As	a	result,	

lenders	 remain	 somewhat	

skeptical.

	 	 	 	Rents	in	Class	A	buildings	

in	 the	 Las	 Vegas	 market	 av-

erage	 $2.55	 a	 square	 foot	 in	

this	 year’s	 first	 quarter.	 That	

is	up	only	3	cents	from	a	year	

earlier.	

	 	 	 	 In	 part,	 Ralston	 says	 the	

lack	of	growth	 in	office	 rents	

reflects	 the	 competition	 be-

tween	 Las	 Vegas	 and	 other	

cities	 in	 the	 Southwest	 to	

land	 significant	 new	 employ-

ers	 who	 need	 a	 lot	 of	 office	

space.	 	 Unless	 rents	 grow	

across	the	region,	Las	Vegas	can’t	afford	

to	get	far	in	front	of	competitive	cities.

	 Also	 dampening	 developers’	 appe-

tite	for	speculative	construction,	Ralston	

explained,	 are	 rising	construction	 costs	

and	 increasing	 costs	 for	 land,	 particu-

larly	as	residential	developers	bid	up	the	

price	 of	 attractive	 properties	 that	 have	

good	 freeway	 access.	 Office	 users	 are	

facing	 higher	 costs	 to	 finish	 the	 space	

they’ve	leased.

	 Not	 long	 ago,	 Broadhead	 said,	 ten-

ant-improvement	costs	generally	were	in	

the	 range	 of	 $55	 to	 $60	 a	 square	 foot.	

Now,	 they	 more	 commonly	 run	 $75	 to	

$85	 a	 square	 foot.	 	 For	 even	 a	modest	

5,000-square-foot	office,	that	represents	

a	difference	of	as	much	as	$150,000	be-

fore	the	space	is	occupied.

 Building Nevada

“The right projects at the 
right locations will continue 

to be sought out ...”
— Brian Gordon,

Applied Analysis
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buyer is a real estate investment trust 

organized by American Healthcare In-

vestors and Griffin Capital, both based 

in Southern California. 

 Meanwhile, a local buyer, Tolles De-

velopment, acquired a portfolio of six 

buildings totaling about 140,000 square 

feet in central Reno. The company paid 

$22.3 million, buying the properties from 

Reno’s AMH Properties.

Evolving Use
 Changing types of office users and 

evolving trends in office design con-

 But rents are solidifying enough that 

some landlords are cautiously beginning 

to buy existing buildings with plans to re-

position them to meet needs in the cur-

rent market, Ralston said.

 Prices for existing buildings are getting 

some support, too, from the return of ma-

jor institutional investors such as pension 

funds. In their eyes, Las Vegas is a sec-

ondary market and didn’t get a lot of at-

tention as they focused on major cities in 

the past few years. But now some institu-

tions see value in well-placed office assets 

in secondary markets, and they’re looking 

around for good deals, said Ralston.

 That dynamic created a big splash in 

Reno this spring, when Universal Health 

Realty Income Trust — one of those in-

stitutions — sold a 190,754-square-foot 

building across the street from Saint 

Mary’s Medical Center for $66.5 million, 

or more than $348 a square foot. The 

OFFICE MARKET Building Nevada
tinue to challenge building owners and 

designers. Take a look, for instance, 

at the growing importance of call cen-

ters as office tenants in the Las Vegas 

area.

 “Our market is a good market for 

call centers because they match up well 

with the profile of our labor force,” said 

Broadhead. 

 However, Ralston noted that call cen-

ter tenants often reflect the growth of  

“densification” — the creation of office 

environments that devote less square 

footage to each employee. In recent 

years, Ralston explained, companies 

typically would count on five to seven 

employees per thousand square feet of 

office space, and developers would set 

aside space for parking accordingly.  

But call centers and other users today 

figure on 10 or 11 employees per thou-

sand square feet of space.  As a result, 

Brian

Gordon
Applied Analysis
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employment	growth	doesn’t	drive	office	

development	 as	 quickly	 as	 it	 did	 in	 the	

past.

	 Currently,	 each	office-using	 employ-

ee	 occupies	 approximately	 110	 square	

foot	in	Southern	Nevada.		That	same	fig-

ure	stood	at	129	square	feet	per	employ-

ee	 at	 the	 start	 of	 the	 Great	 Recession,	

said	Gordon.

	 Of	more	immediate	concern	to	many	

building	 owners,	 Broadhead	 said	 the	

advent	 of	 densification	 comes	 down	 to	

the	seemingly	mundane	matter	of	park-

ing	requirements.	Tenants	who	squeeze	

more	workers	into	existing	spaces	need	

more	 parking	—	 and	many	 existing	 of-

fice	 buildings	 were	 designed	 with	 less	

parking.

	 “The	big-office	designs	are	a	thing	of	

the	past,”	says	Broadhead.

	 For	all	 the	publicity	 that	has	accom-

panied	new	types	of	office	use	—	shared	

spaces,	 the	 growth	 of	 a	 remote	 work-

force	 —anecdotal	 evidence	 suggests	

that	the	Las	Vegas	market	isn’t	convert-

ing	 traditional	 office	 spaces	 into	 alter-

native	arrangements	at	 a	 fast	 clip,	 says	

Gordon.	He	expects	that	 the	 impacts	of	

innovative	offices	will	 remain	modest	 in	

the	immediate	future.	

	 “Creative	 spaces	 designed	 for	 col-

laboration	work	well	for	certain	business	

models,	but	not	all,”	Gordon	said.

	 Shanks	 said	 tech	 companies	 are	 at	

the	 forefront	 of	 tenants	 opting	 for	 cre-

ative	office	spaces	in	Reno	—	fewer	pri-

vate	offices,	more	collaborative	spaces.	

The	 attention	 to	 detail	 in	 those	 offices,	

however,	 generally	 means	 that	 tenants	

spend	 just	as	much	on	offices	with	 lots	

of	 open	space	as	 they	previously	 spent	

on	private	offices.

	 And	 the	 cool,	 collaborative	 spaces	

aren’t	all	that	common	around	Reno	any-

way.	 “Reno	 is	a	 very	a	 traditional	office	

market,”	said	Shanks.

	 While	 the	 office	 market	 has	 seen	 im-

provements	in	recent	years,	it’s	slow	going	

in	Nevada.	Both	 the	 northern	 and	 south-

ern	 ends	 of	 the	 state	 have	 experienced	

an	 uptick	 in	 rental	 rates	 and	 a	 decrease	

in	vacancy	but	development	 isn’t	moving	

as	 fast	 as	 some	might	 like.	 According	 to	

experts,	 time	 will	 tell	 for	 Nevada’s	 office	

market	and	changing	users	will	have	a	big	

impact	for	the	Silver	State.

 Building Nevada

SAY WHAT

Las Vegas is among the top 10 cities for “stay 
caytions”, according to a recent WalletHub 
report. Cities were ranked for 36 key 
indicators including entertainment costs and 
wellness centers per capita.
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Sale, Multi-Family
ADDRESS	1937	Sunset	Circle,	89011
BUYER	Vegas	Valley	Home	Rentals,	LLC
SELLER	Theobald	Investments,	LLC
DETAILS	20	units;	$59,250	per	unit
APN	178-01-611-003
SELLER’S REP	Devin	Lee,	CCIM	and	Jerad	
Roberts	of	Northcap	Multifamily

Sale, Multi-Family
ADDRESS	282	Tungsten	St.,	89015
BUYER	Reincarnation	Trust
SELLER	Henderson	Apartments,	LLC	and	
Famid	Henderson,	LLC
DETAILS	8	units;	$70,000	per	unit
APN	179-18-310-177
REP (BOTH)	Marco	Walton	of	Marcus	&	
Millichap

S

Sale, Office
ADDRESS	630	Trade	Center	Dr.,	89119
BUYER	Silver	State	Schools	Credit	Union
SELLER	American	Homes	4	Rent	TRS,	LLC
DETAILS	35,559	SF;	$7.5	million
APN	177-03-110-014
BUYER’S	REP	Robert	Hatrak	II	of	Virtus	
Commercial
SELLER’S REP	Dean	Willmore,	SIOR	of	
Colliers	International

Sale, Retail
ADDRESS	4900	–	4970	E.	Tropicana	Ave.,	
89121
BUYER	Agora	Realty	and	Management
SELLER	Tropicana	Nellis,	LLLP
DETAILS	84,208	SF;	$7.1	million
APN	161-20-801-007
BUYER’S REP	Agora	Realty

Loan, Industrial
ADDRESS	821	Grier	Dr.,	89119
LOAN OFFICER	Kyle	Nagy	of	CommCap	
Advisors
DETAILS	The	loan	of	$5,975,000	was	arranged	
for	a	total	of	44,631	SF	of	industrial	space	for	
821	Grier,	LLC.	The	25-year	fully	amortized	loan	
was	locked	at	4.375	percent	interest	rate.

SW

Project, Industrial
ADDRESS	SEC	of	Hualapai	Way	&	215	
Beltway,	89135
CONTRACTOR OF RECORD	Martin-Harris	
Construction
DETAILS	Ground	has	broken	on	the	new	
180,000	square-foot	Aristocrat	Technologies	

E

Project, Industrial
ADDRESS	4410	–	4490	Nexus	Way,	89115
CONTRACTOR OF RECORD	Martin-Harris	
Construction
DETAILS	Construction	has	commenced	on	the	
191,206	square-foot	building	five	of	VanTrust	
Real	Estate’s	Northgate	Distribution	Center.	
Once	completed,	the	center	will	have	eight	
buildings	covering	3.2	million	square	feet.	

Sale, Office
ADDRESS	821	Nellis	Blvd.,	89110
BUYER	William	and	Anne	Oas	Family	Trust	et	al
SELLER	MRMP,	LLC
DETAILS	10,541	SF;	$2.3	million
APN	140-29-716-007
SELLER’S REP	Tina	D.	Taylor	and	Ryan	
McCullough	of	Marcus	&	Millichap

Sale, Multi-Family
ADDRESS	609	&	611	S.	11th	St.,	89101
BUYER	Santiago	and	Kevin	Espinosa
SELLER	Theobald	Investments,	LLC
DETAILS	16	units;	$58,125	per	unit
APN	139-34-813-009	&	139-34-813-010
SELLER’S REP	Devin	Lee,	CCIM	and	Jerad	
Roberts	of	Northcap	Multifamily

H

Sale, Industrial
ADDRESS	249	–	257	Elliott	Rd.,	89011
BUYER	15100	Family	Limited	Partnership
SELLER	Boli	Family	Trust	et	al	and	Peter	&	Jill	
Boli	CO-TRS
DETAILS	93,600	SF;	$6.1	million
APN 178-02-601-002
BUYER’S REP	Bradford	Dessy	of	First	
Western	Properties,	Inc.
SELLER’S REP	Chris	Beets	of	Newmark	
Knight	Frank

[BC] BOULDER CITY [E] EAST [H] HENDERSON [N] NORTH [NW] NORTHWEST [O] OTHER [S] SOUTH [SW] SOUTHWEST [WC] WASHOE COUNTY

DEAL TRACKER

build-to-suit	campus	in	Summerlin.	The	new	
facilities	include	two	three-story,	tilt-up	concrete	
structures	of	approximately	90,000	SF	each	
that	are	expected	to	be	complete	in	late	2018	
and	cost	$45	million.

Sale, Industrial
ADDRESS	3021	Valley	View,	89102
BUYER	CapRock	Partners
SELLER	VV	Properties,	LP
DETAILS	42,580	SF;	$3,881,000
APN	162-07-702-007
BUYER’S REP	Rob	Lujan,	CCIM,	SIOR	of	
Jones	Lang	LaSalle	(JLL)

Sale, Industrial
ADDRESS	4260	W.	Tompkins	Ave.,	89103
BUYER	Thomas	&	Joan	Pursel	Living	Trust	et	al
SELLER	Gigar	Family	Revocable	Living	Trust
DETAILS	6,756	SF;	$913,500
APN	162-19-701-019
BUYER’S REP	Gabe	Telles	of	Gatski	
Commercial
SELLER’S REP	Ben	Millis,	SIOR	and	Dave	
Wrzesinski	of	Newmark	Knight	Frank

Sale, Industrial
ADDRESS	4350	Arville	St.,	89103
BUYER	CapRock	Partners
SELLER	VP	Arville,	LLC
DETAILS	160,554	SF;	$11.1	million
APN	162-19-601-023
BUYER’S REP	Rob	Lujan,	CCIM,	SIOR	of	
Jones	Lang	LaSalle	(JLL)

Sale, Industrial
ADDRESS	4250	Wagon	Trail	Ave.,	89113
BUYER	Thuy	Nguyen
SELLER	Lahore,	LLC
DETAILS	7,593	SF;	$1,065,000
APN	177-06-515-004
BUYER’S REP	Ivy	Vo	of	Simply	Vegas	Real	
Estate
SELLER’S REP	Zac	Zaher	of	CBRE

Sale, Industrial
ADDRESS	4181	W.	Oquendo	Rd.,	89118
BUYER	JD	Stairs,	Inc.
SELLER	Gibson	Road	Trust
DETAILS	37,130	SF;	$3,425,000
APN	162-31-610-014
BUYER’S REP	Brian	Riffel	and	Tyler	Jones	of	
Colliers	International
SELLER’S REP	Dean	Willmore,	SIOR	and	
Chelsy	Cardin	of	Colliers	International

Sale, Multi-Family
ADDRESS	6570	W.	Flamingo	Rd.,	89103
BUYER	Flamingo	136,	LLC
SELLER	Flamingo	Garden	Villas,	LLC
DETAILS	136	units;	$122,059	per	unit
APN	163-14-415-103
SELLER’S REP	Robin	Willet	and	Devin	Lee,	
CCIM	of	Northcap	Multifamily
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Lease, Industrial
ADDRESS	3950	W.	Harmon	Ave.,	89103
TENANT	Just	for	Show,	Inc.
LANDLORD	Core-Mark
DETAILS	100,000	SF;	$946,000	for	23	months
LANDLORD’S REP	Chris	Lexis	and	Joe	
Leavitt	of	Avison	Young

WC

Sale, Retail
ADDRESS	121	&	137	Los	Altos	Pkwy.,	89436
BUYER	RCG-Sparks,	LLC
SELLER	Inland	American	Sparks	Crossing
DETAILS	36,034	SF;	$40,278,351
APN	510-082-52	&	510-082-54

Sale, Office
ADDRESS	10765	Double	R	Blvd.,	89501
BUYER	300	S.	Virginia	St.,	89501
SELLER	One	East	Liberty	C2K,	LLC
DETAILS	84,151	SF;	$18.3	million
APN	011-172-14

Sale, Retail
ADDRESS	190	E.	Glendale	Ave.,	89431
BUYER	Catholic	Charities	of	Northern	Nevada
SELLER	Dermody	Family	Limited	PTSP	II
DETAILS	30,400	SF;	$2,350,000
APN	034-101-59

 Red Report
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SOUTHERN NEVADA NORTHERN NEVADA

	 Northern	 Nevada’s	 retail	 climate	 in	 Q1	

was	full	of	unexpected	announcements	and	

lease	transactions.	However,	the	overall	va-

cancy	rate	made	little	progress,	dropping	1	

percent	over	the	last	12	months	to	9	percent	

at	the	end	of	the	first	quarter.		Retail	net	ab-

sorption	was	the	lowest	it	has	been	over	the	

past	five	quarters.	

	 The	most	actively	 leased	market	sector	

is	general	 retail,	which	 includes	 freestand-

ing,	single	tenant	properties	and	a	vacancy	

rate	of	5.5	percent.	 	Shopping	Centers	fol-

low	 behind	with	 11.1	 percent	 vacancy	 and	

power	 centers	 at	 15.2	 percent.	 The	 aver-

age	asking	rate	delta	between	vacancies	in	

existing	centers	 and	newer	 construction	 is	

drastic	 and	 can	 range	 anywhere	 between	

$0.95	per	square	foot	to	$2.30+	per	square	

foot.	New	construction	rates	remain	high	an	

indication	of	 the	overall	 health	of	 the	 retail	

market.

	 No	new	construction	was	completed	 in	

2017’s	 first	 quarter,	 however,	 over	 106,650	

square	 feet	 of	 new	 retail	 space	 is	 under	

construction,	mainly	at	the	South	Meadows	

Promenade	(78,000	sq.ft.).		

	 With	the	push	for	redevelopment	in	pre-

viously,	undesirable	neighborhoods	and	the	

expansion	 of	 international	 retailers	moving	

into	 urban	 and	 suburban	 submarkets,	 the	

overall	 retail	market	 in	Reno/Sparks	 is	 in	a	

major	upswing.		While	Reno/Sparks	contin-

ues	 to	see	tremendous	growth,	 the	effects	

of	 our	 improving	 economy	disperse	 to	 the	

surrounding	cities.		

	 The	Las	Vegas	Valley	retail	market	start-

ed	2017	with	a	small	rise	in	the	vacancy	rate	

-	0.3	points	from	10.5	percent	 in	Q4,	2016	

to	10.8	percent	in	Q1,	2017.	At	this	point,	the	

Valley’s	retail	market	is	generally	stabilized.	

However,	this	“stabilized”	state,	just	below	

the	surface,	remains	in	flux.	

	 The	 northeast	 submarket	 is	 maintain-

ing	 a	 healthy	 6.1	 percent	 vacancy	 rate	

while	 downtown	 is	 lagging	 behind	 with	 a	

vacancy	rate	of	22.3	percent.	At	the	end	of	

Q1	 vacancy	 rates,	 by	 product-type,	 were	

7.1	percent	 in	power	centers,	12.4	percent	

in	 community	 centers	 and	 11.3	 percent	 in	

neighborhood	centers.	

	 Net	 absorption	 in	Q1	 of	 approximately	

-110,800	 square	 feet	wiped	away	 some	of	

the	 gains	 in	 Q4.	 However,	 the	 year-over-

year	 total	 remained	 positive	 at	 297,136	

square	feet.	Power	centers		accounted	for	

most	 of	 the	 positive	 demand	while	 neigh-

borhood	centers	made	up	the	rest.		

	 	Development	 in	 the	 retail	 market	 has	

generally	 been	 picking	 up.	 Space	 under	

construction	 is	 now	at	 239,000	 squre	 feet	

with	planned	space	at	946,493	square	feet.

	 Even	with	new	product	planned	for	the	

market,	 online	 retailers	 and	 their	 distribu-

tion	 centers	 continue	 to	 thrive	 at	 the	 ex-

pense	of	retail.	

	 This	trend	has	been	particularly	impact-

ful	on	community	centers.	Still,	even	in	the	

wake	of	this	new	retailing	paradigm,	certain	

shopping	 centers	 in	 certain	 submarkets	

continue	to	perform	decently.

 Commercial RE Report

RETAIL
SUMMARY
FIRST	QUARTER	2017

Southern Nevada analysis and statistics compiled by

RCG Economics, Northern Nevada analysis and

statistics compiled by Dickson Commercial Group.

TOTAL MARKET

Total Square feet

Vacant Square Feet

Percent Vacant

New Construction

Net Absorption

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

Under Construction

Planned

POWER CENTERS

Total Square Feet

Vacant Square Feet

Percent Vacant

New Construction

Net Absorption

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

Under Construction

Planned

COMMUNITY CENTERS

Total Square Feet

Vacant Square Feet

Percent Vacant

New Construction

Net Absorption

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

Under Construction

Planned

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS

Total Square Feet

Vacant Square Feet

Percent Vacant

New Construction

Net Absorption

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

Under Construction

Planned

Southern northern*

* All numbers exclude regional malls

NEXT MONTH: INDUSTRIAL
ABREVIATION KEY

MGFS:

SF/MO:

NNN:

Modified Gross Full-Service

Square Foot Per Month

Net Net Net

RETAIL
FIRST QUARTER

32,795,168

2,950,711

9.00%

0

 48,873 

$1.25

 82,650 

0

4,077,665

617,951

15.15%

0

 8,102 

$1.20

0

0

13,048,547

719,293

5.51%

0

35,469

$1.27

3,450

0

14,037,319

1,563,596

11.14%

0

2,856

$1.26

1200

0

44,314,684

4,782,829

10.8%

0

-110,806

$0.92

239,000

946,493

10,083,608

713,642

7.1%

0

-27,218

$1.35

0

466,000

18,707,704

2,322,543

12.4%

0

-106,267

$0.72

239,000

0

15,523,372

1,746,644

11.3%

0

22,679

$1.04

0

480,493
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he	 “second”	 estimate	 for	 U.S.	 real	
gross	domestic	product	(GDP)	for	the	
first	quarter	of	2017	grew	at	a	1.2	per-
cent	annualized	rate,	a	half	percent-
age	point	higher	than	the	“first”	esti-

mate.	The	upward	 revision	 reflects	 larger	gains	
in	nonresidential	fixed	 investment	and	personal	
consumption	expenditure	and	smaller	 losses	 in	
state	and	local	government	spending.	U.S.	non-
farm	employment	added	a	lower-than-expected	
138,000	jobs	in	May,	and	the	job	gain	in	April	was	
revised	downward	to	174,000	from	211,000.	The	
unemployment	 rate	 ticked	 down	 in	May	 to	 4.3	
percent,	 the	 lowest	 level	since	2001.	April	 retail	
sales	posted	a	robust	4.5	percent	year-over-year	
increase.	
	 The	Nevada	economy	posted	positive	signals	
in	its	economic	activity	based	on	the	most	recent	
data.	 Seasonally	 adjusted	 statewide	 employ-
ment	added	11,300	jobs	in	April,	the	largest	gain	
since	July	2016.	Taxable	sales	in	March	posted	a	
substantial	15.0	percent	year-over-year	increase	
thanks	to	strong	gains	in	Clark	and	Storey	Coun-
ties.	March	gasoline	sales	increased	strongly	by	
4.3	percent	year-over-year.	Gaming	revenue	and	
total	air	passengers	in	April	increased	by	1.2	and	
3.8	percent,	respectively,	compared	to	last	year.
	 The	 Clark	 County	 economy	 also	 exhibited	
generally	positive	signals	in	its	economic	activity.	
Seasonally	 adjusted	 employment	 gained	 7,500	
jobs	from	March	to	April.	April	visitor	volume	for	
Clark	County	decreased	slightly	by	0.05	percent	
from	a	year	ago	due	to	a	large	14.4	percent	loss	
in	Las	Vegas	convention	attendees.	Total	McCar-
ran	 passengers	 climbed	 by	 3.8	 percent	 during	
the	same	period.	April	Clark	County	gaming	rev-
enue	rose	by	1.4	percent	compared	to	last	year,	
while	Las	Vegas	Strip	gaming	revenue	decreased	
by	3.3	percent.	March	taxable	sales	and	gaso-
line	sales	rose	strongly	by	9.8	and	5.0	percent,	
respectively,	year-over-year.	Residential	housing	
permits	and	commercial	permits	in	February	de-
creased	substantially	by	58.2	and	32.6	percent,	
respectively,	from	last	year.	
	 Washoe	 County	 also	 experienced	 mostly	
positive	 signals	 in	 its	 economy	 activity.	 The	
Reno-Sparks	 seasonally	 adjusted	 employment	
added	600	jobs	in	April,	and	was	up	by	3.1	per-
cent	 from	 last	 year.	 Taxable	 sales	 for	Washoe	
and	 Storey	 Counties	 in	 March	 increased	 sub-
stantially	by	49.0	percent	from	a	year	ago	thanks	
to	increased	activity	at	the	Tahoe-Reno	Industrial	
Center.	Gasoline	sales	also	climbed	strongly	by	
5.9	percent	during	the	same	period.	April	gaming	
revenue	contracted	by	3.1	percent	from	last	year,	
while	 visitor	 volume	 gained	 4.5	 percent	 year-
over-year.	Residential	housing	permits	in	March	
posted	a	large	54.6	percent	rise	compared	to	a	
year	ago,	which	mainly	reflected	an	 increase	 in	
multi-family	units	in	Sparks.

The views expressed are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas or the Nevada System of Higher Education.

Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe 
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department 
of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve System.

*Growth data represent change in the percentage rate, **Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties, ***Recent growth is an annualized rate

Stephen M. Miller, Director

Jinju Lee, Economic Analyst

UNLV Center for Business
and Economic Research
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4.9
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225.1
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DATA

Employment

Unemployment Rate*

Taxable Sales

Gaming Revenue

Passengers

Gasoline Sales

Employment

Unemployment Rate*

Taxable Sales

Gaming Revenue

Residential Permits

Commercial Permits

Passengers

Gasoline Sales

Visitor Volume

Employment **

Unemployment Rate*

Taxable Sales

Gaming Revenue

Residential Permits

Commercial Permits

Passengers

Gasoline Sales

Visitor Volume

Employment

Unemployment Rate

Consumer Price Index

Core CPI

Employment Cost Index

Productivity Index

Retail Sales Growth

Auto and Truck Sales

Housing Starts

Real GDP Growth***

U.S. Dollar

Trade Balance

S and P 500

Real Short-term Rates*

Treasury Yield Spread

Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted
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Do you think Nevada legislators
accomplished what they needed to this session?

“Not if the best future 
for our children is 
accomplished through 
providing the broadest range 
of educational opportunity 
possible, both public and 
private. It is regrettable that 
they will not be exposed to 
the Governor’s revolutionary 
Educational Savings 
Account program.”

“The 2017 Legislature’s 
focus, unfortunately, 
created greater challenges 
to Nevada businesses. 
Through the efforts of 
the Governor, along with 
represented business 
interests, the effect 
on businesses was 
mitigated.”

“The legislative process is 
never pretty. But, I think 
Nevada consumers and 
homeowners had a good 
session. Accomplishments 
included passing laws to 
protect members of the 
military from foreclosure 
by HOAs and to combat 
squatters who occupy 
homes illegally.”

“Solar appears to be a big 
winner with movement 
around several initiatives 
this year. Nevada is also 
taking an interesting 
approach to tackle 
rising prescription 
costs. However, 
overall legislators had 
a relatively status quo 
session.”

“I was very pleased to see 
the passing of SB73, ‘The 
conjunctive managing 
of the appropriation, use 
and administration of 
all waters of the State’. 
I strongly believe that 
this is a step in a positive 
direction in maximizing 
the use of our most 
precious resource.”

Aviva Gordon | Chair
Henderson Chamber of Commerce’s 
Legislative Committee

Greg Martin | President
Nevada Association of Realtors

Nick Rossi | President
LP Insurance Services, Inc.

Eric Swartzwelder | Assistant Manager 
of Operations, 411 Locals

Todd Ingalsbee| Lobbyist
Professional Fire Fighters of Nevada

Kathy Smith, P.E. | Director of 
Engineering Services, The WLB Group, Inc.

“This legislative session 
consisted of tireless 
efforts made by democrats 
and republicans to pass 
vital pieces of legislation. 
We accomplished our 
mission, which resulted 
in the approval of three 
important bills that 
will greatly benefit our 
members.”

 Last Word
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For more than half a century, Nevada State Bank has helped 
shape the landscape of Nevada with financing solutions 
to meet the unique needs of developers and real estate 
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